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ABSTRAK 

Ramalan cuaca memainkan peranan yang penting dalam rutin harian manusia, 

perniagaan dan dalam membuat keputusan. Teknologi dalam bidang ramalan cuaca 

sedang berkembang dengan pesat kerana keperluannya yang kritikal dalam 

mendapatkan keputusan ramalan yang tepat. Dari penerokaan literatur, penyelidik telah 

mendapati bahawa data cuaca adalah penting untuk dianalisis dalam bentuk struktur 

data. Kebanyakan data kaji cuaca diwakili oleh data tidak berstruktur dengan sifat-sifat 

yang berbeza seperti suhu, kelembapan, keterlihatan, dan tekanan. Data-data ini 

diperolehi daripada beberapa jenis sensor. Data cuaca ini bersaiz besar, mempunyai 

halaju tinggi dan kepelbagaian jenis data yang dapat dilihat dalam ciri-ciri ‘Big Data’. 

Di samping itu, ciri-ciri ini juga menyumbang kepada kerumitan dalam pemprosesan 

data dan proses ramalan menjadi semakin kompleks. Analisis ‘Big Data’ merupakan 

satu konsep baru untuk memproses data yang besar. Konsep baru ini digunakan dalam 

data cuaca yang akan membantu untuk menyusun semua data kepada data berstruktur. 

Kaedah yang biasa digunakan dalam menganalisis ‘Big Data’ adalah model 

‘MapReduce’. Penggunaan model ‘MapReduce’ dalam set data pemprosesan cuaca 

belum diterokai secara meluas.  Oleh itu, kajian ini memberi tumpuan kepada analisis 

dataset cuaca menggunakan algoritma ‘MapReduce’. Set data dalam tempoh 10 tahun 

(1997 hingga 2007) telah digunakan dan ia diperolehi daripada agensi NOAA. Set data 

ini asalnya disimpan dalam ‘Hadoop’ sejenis Sistem Fail Teragih. Algoritma 

‘MapReduce’ telah dibangunkan menggunakan pengaturcaraan Java. Algoritma ini 

telah diuji menggunakan set data yang bersaiz kecil dan besar. Atribut suhu, 

kelembapan dan keterlihatan telah diekstrak daripada set data oleh algoritma 

‘MapReduce’ ke dalam bentuk struktur data. Analisis bergrafik telah digunakan untuk 

mewakili hasil daripada algoritma ‘MapReduce’ ini. Algoritma yang dicadangkan ini 

telah dibandingkan dengan model sedia ada yang dikenali sebagai model AWK (Alfred 

Aho, Peter Weinberger, dan Brian Kernighan). Tujuan perbandingan ini adalah untuk 

menyiasat keupayaan model yang dicadangkan dalam pemprosesan secara selari. 

Keputusan perbandingan menunjukkan bahawa algoritma ‘MapReduce’ lebih 

menjimatkan masa sebanyak 37%, 25% dan 11% kurang berbanding AWK daripada 

segi masa pemprosesan bagi data bersaiz 10GB, 5GB and 1GB. Hasil kajian ini telah 

menunjukkan penggunaakan MapReduce algorithm menghasilkan impak yang sangat 

tinggi dalam ramalan cuaca. Selain itu, hasil daripada MapReduce algorithm juga telah 

menghasilkan corak yang ketara dalam suhu, kelembapan dan penglihatan dan 

maklumat ini sangat penting dalam bidang ramalan kajicuaca. 
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ABSTRACT 

Weather forecasting plays a vital role in human daily routine, business and their 

decisions. The technology for weather forecasting is evolving rapidly due to the critical 

needs in obtaining the accurate prediction results. From the literature exploration, the 

researchers have found that weather data is important to be analysed in form of structure 

data. Most of data in weather is represented in unstructured data with different attributes 

such as temperature, humidity, visibility, and pressure. These data were captured by 

different types of sensors. The weather data consists of high volumes, high velocity and 

variety of data which is reflects to the characteristics of Big Data. In addition, these 

characteristics also contribute to the complexity on the data processing and prediction. 

Big Data analytics is a new concept to process the Big Data. For weather data, this new 

concept will help to organise the data into structure data. The well-known method for 

Big Data analytics is MapReduce Model.  Nevertheless, the usage of MapReduce 

Model in processing weather dataset is not widely explored. Therefore, this research is 

focus on analysing the weather dataset using MapReduce Algorithm. The historical 

dataset in 10 years’ period (1997 to 2007) has been used and this dataset is obtained 

from NOAA. This original dataset is stored in Hadoop Distributed File System. Next, 

MapReduce Algorithm is developed using Java programming. The algorithm is tested 

using small and big dataset. The temperature, humidity and visibility attributes from the 

dataset has been extracted by the MapReduce Algorithm into structure data. Graphical 

analysis has been used to represent the result from the MapReduce Algorithm. Results 

from the proposed algorithm have been compared with the existing model known as 

AWK (Alfred Aho, Peter Weinberger, and Brian Kernighan) model.  The purpose of the 

comparison is to investigate the capability of the proposed model in parallel processing. 

The comparison results shown that MapReduce Algorithm has produced 37%, 25% and 

11% less compared to AWK in term of processing time for 10GB, 5GB and 1GB data, 

respectively. This result has revealed the significant impact to the used of MapReduce 

Algorithm in weather prediction. In addition, the MapReduce results have discovered 

the significant pattern of temperature, humidity and visibility information which is 

valuable for the weather prediction. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1.   Background 

In recent times, people never cease their efforts on predicting the trend of 

weather changes. Every step forward of weather forecasting technology has great 

academic and practical significance James et al., (2014). This is not because of changes 

in climate influences people’s daily life, but due to the fact that the advance 

investigation of weather forecasting reflects and indicate the progress of human’s ability 

to know the earth. 

 

Weather is therefore the most critical for human in many aspects of life. The 

study and knowledge of how weather evolves over time in some location or country in 

the world can be beneficial for several purposes. Such knowledge or information could 

be used for future predictions. For instance, the knowledge of how temperature changes 

affect the tourists and precipitation aid in flood planning. The terms weather and climate 

are sometimes used interchangeable in different situations. Their main difference is that 

weather prediction refers to a short period (e.g. several days to one week), on the other 

hand, climate prediction involves the process of predicting the future evolution for 

months, years, etc (Dhanashri, 2015). Major data attributes included in the collected 

weather from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

information include: year, month, day, temperature, dew point, humidity, significant 

weather, wind direction, pressure, precipitation snowfall, wind speed, etc. 
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Many significant research efforts are utilized to develop weather   forecasting 

methods including computational intelligence technologies that have been accepted as 

appropriate means for weather forecasting and reported encouraging result since 1980s 

(Chen, 2000 and Kwong et al., 2012). However, the coming of Big Data era brings the 

opportunities to improve the forecasting accuracy of weather phenomena in advance. 

Some conventional difficulties in the weather forecasting tasks are expected to be 

solved with Big Data volume of weather information. Specifically, for weather 

forecasting tasks, the variation tendency of atmospheric phenomenon is quite unstable 

and complex, therefore, thousands of related variables are changing every second so 

that a small change of a certain variable may greatly affect the weather condition.  

 

Unfortunately, the number of variables that can be handled in a certain model is 

limited. Especially, for computational intelligence models, if too many variables are 

employed, the overfitting problem is very difficult to be avoided with smaller number of 

training samples Hong et al., (2008). Accordingly, some fundamental assumptions are 

required, and the accuracy of the forecasting results highly depends on the correctness 

of initial condition of the assumptions. 

 

Generally, the conception of “Big Data” refers to the increasing volume of the 

data set that used to analyze problem in different research domains. Combined with 

statistical methods and computational intelligence technologies, Big Data has brought a 

revolution to many traditional research fields including the meteorology, genomics, 

complex physics simulations, and biological and environmental research, etc. The 

principles of Big Data are to “let data speaking”, which means, when the volume of data 

is big enough, the hidden relevance in data set will be revealed via the statistical 

disciplines. Therefore, if massive weather data is explored, we may avoid using 

assumptions in our model, and we have the opportunity to directly analyze the 

correlations hidden in the weather data. Hence, the generalization of the models and 

accuracy of results are expected to be improved ultimately. 

 

Additionally, Big Data is a term refer to describe the exponential growth for 

data, both structured and unstructured data, because the data in this context has to do 

with data that come from many source such as social media, videos, digital pictures, 

sensors etc. and that make it difficult to use software tools to capture, analysis, manage, 
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and process data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big Data have three characteristics 

high volume, high velocity and high variety Avita et al., (2013).  

 

According to Bryson “Weather is the original Big Data problem” It has been 

discussed earlier though any approach is followed; weather forecasting is the initial 

value problem. Size of initial data increases, accuracy of forecasting increases (Bryson, 

2013). Nick Wakeman with reference to Hurricane Sandy stated in his blog about the 

importance of Big Data in weather forecasting. With the help of available data, three-

days out, forecasters predicted within 10 miles where landfall would occur.  

 

According to author it was possible only because of rapidly growing speed and 

power of computers, and the ability to collect and analyze data faster and more 

accurately than before, an even bigger disaster was averted (Nick, 2012). According to 

Nancy Grady the velocity of weather data plays an important role in the development of 

economy. This weather data can be used by combining it with other disciplines which 

can generate new opportunities to businesses. Weather, air travel, safety, financial, 

health, agriculture entrepreneurs are leveraging weather and climate data to build 

previously impossible business Nancy et al., (2014). The example of a climate corporate 

is given by the author who sells bad weather insurance to farmers (NASA, 2002). 

 

In addition, the maturity and proliferation of Big Data projects started over quite 

a few couple of year. Nevertheless, exploiting full potentials of big data is still at a 

relatively early phase. Emphatically, the term Big Data refers to huge data sets, high 

volume, high variety and high velocity with structural complexities of managing, 

storing, analysing and processing. It is increasingly difficult to managing, storing, 

analysing and processing the data using current conventional techniques Elena et al., 

(2012). Big data in a short span has generated a whole new industry by supporting 

architectures with techniques such as MapReduce and Hadoop. Map/Reduce is a 

programming paradigm which was made popular by Google, where a task is divided 

and distributed into small portions to a large number of nodes for processing (map), and 

then the results are summarized into the final answer (reduce). Likewise, Hadoop uses 

Map/Reduce for data processing.  
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In this study, Big Data analysis and weather dataset base on MapReduce will be 

the main focus of research. We present MapReduce algorithm for weather dataset, and 

that offers not only weather data analysis, but also establish a guideline for researchers 

on how to analysis Big Data with MapReduce. 

 

1.2. Problem Statement 

There is existing widespread belief that Big Data can aid in forecast 

improvement provided that hidden patterns can be analysed and discovered. According 

to Richards and King predictions can be improved through data decision-making 

(Richards & King, 2014). In 2013, Tucker strongly argued that Big Data will soon be 

predicting our every move (Tucker, 2013), and likewise Einav and Levin in 2013 

revealed that Big Data is most commonly sought after for building predictive models in 

a world of continuous vital statistical forecasting problems. 

 

Therefore, there is a need for the use of a suitable algorithm that can ensure the 

analysis of the big weather dataset. There have been several efforts made by researchers 

for weather dataset, however, analysis of the earlier studies in this area of research has 

revealed some problem/questions. Specifically, the following problems still need to be 

solved: 

 

1. Weather data is Big Data dataset (unstructured) which requires new technologies 

to make possible to extract value from it by capturing and analysis process. How 

to interpret weather data for forecasting problem? 

 

2. There is no available algorithm to interpret the Big Data of weather dataset into 

the format or pattern for the prediction purpose. Can MapReduce algorithm use 

for analyzing weather dataset? 

 

1.3. Research Aim & Objectives 

Motivated by a current lack of clear guidance for approaching the field of ‘Big 

Data with weather’, the main aim of this research is to provide Big Data algorithm for 

weather dataset. This algorithm has some objectives that give an overview of available 

weather and Big Data analysis software within the space and to organize this technology 

by placing it according to the functional components in the Big Data. In order to 
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achieve the aim of this study, some sets of specific objectives have been formulated as 

follows: 

 

1. To develop MapReduce algorithm for Big Data weather dataset. 

 

2. To validate the MapReduce algorithm using weather dataset.  

 

1.4. Research Scope 

This study focuses on designing algorithm for weather dataset in order to make 

it suitable for forecasting. However, the main scope will be algorithm that are used for 

the weather dataset to extract (temperature, humidity, visibility and pressure). The 

present study would only be implemented using the data obtained from National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) public datasets.  

 

1.5. Significance of The Research 

Increasing evidence of climate change worldwide is prompting governments and 

scientists to take action to protect people and property from its effects. But to take 

effective action, there is need to know and understand more detail about the weather.  

Weather Forecasting with Big Data is an imperative to note that the availability of Big 

Data alone does not constitute the end of problems (Bacon, 2013). A good example is 

the existence of a vast amount of data on earthquakes, but there is lack of a reliable 

model that can accurately predict earthquakes (González, 2013). Some existing 

challenges are related to hypothesis, testing and models utilized for Big Data forecasting 

Rose et. al, (2013) and identifies as an added concern, the lack of theory to complement 

Big Data.  

 

In meteorology, scientists rely on the collection and intensive analysis of 

information to study weather. These methods enable recognition and prediction of 

weather patterns in order to provide forecasts for people. But today, the rapid expansion 

of sensors in the network led to the fast increase in weather data growth (Levin & 

Einav, 2014). Thus, the significant of this study dramatically illustrates Big Data 

phenomenon and its impact on weather forecasting. Moreover, the traditional 

techniques are not effective with Big Data (Hassani & Silva, 2015).    
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1.6. Thesis Contribution to Knowledge 

This research has contributed to knowledge in MapReduce algorithm for 

weather dataset. The specific contributions of this research are: 

 

1. This research proposed MapReduce algorithm for weather dataset, which is 

found to be effective in weather with Big Data. The algorithm proposed is 

tested and comparison is made with some algorithm that well reported for 

modelling of data for predictive purposes. Findings show that, the proposed 

MapReduce algorithm is efficient and can be used for big weather dataset. 

 

2. The approaches proposed in this research, has shown how weather dataset 

using the techniques of Big Data analysis. The proposed algorithm has been 

able to extract big weather historical dataset. Additionally, the proposed 

MapReduce algorithm in this study was proposed to deal with big weather 

dataset irrespective of the size of dataset involved. Hadoop includes 

MapReduce, a distributed data processing model that runs on large clusters 

of machines. Hadoop MapReduce job mainly has two functions map 

function and reduce function.  The weather forecasting it benefit in any 

aspect of our life such as decision making. 

 

1.7. Thesis Organization 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is an opening chapter 

that discussed about the background of this study and it has a number of sections that 

highlight what the thesis proposed to achieve and how it achieved them. The rest of the 

chapters as contained in the thesis are organized as follows: 

 

Chapter 2: In this chapter, some of the earlier studies reported in the literature are 

reviewed in order to know what the researchers have proposed earlier with a view to 

identifying the missing gaps that needed to be filled. Several techniques used for the 

weather dataset Hadoop/MapReduce and Big Data analysis are discuss in detail in this 

chapter. 

 

Chapter 3: The approach proposed MapReduce algorithm for weather dataset in this 

study was discussed and illustrated here. The implementation of the algorithm proposed 
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for the weather dataset. The chart for the proposed approach and the pseudocode are 

also illustrated and discussed. 

 

Chapter 4: The results are presented in this chapter. The discussion of the results is also 

analyzed and in order to validate the proposed algorithm, comparisons are made with 

the results of using other well reported methods based on a number of metrics.           

       

Chapter 5: This thesis is concluded in this chapter. This chapter also contains the 

summarized steps taken on the algorithm and the limitation of the proposed algorithm. 

Also discussed in this chapter is what the present study has contributed to knowledge. 

Some recommendations for further studies are also listed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, the studies reported in the literature that relates to the present 

studies are reviewed. The techniques that are mostly used for Big Data analysis are 

extensively discussed. The MapReduce algorithm is illustrated in this chapter and 

subsequently used in the next chapter for weather forecasting with Big Data. Some 

related work reported in the literature on the weather forecasting with Big Data is 

reviewed. This enables the gaps that needed to be filled to be identified. This chapter 

also discusses some challenges of one technique over the others. The java eclipse 

language is used for the implementation of the MapReduce algorithm that is proposed in 

this study and HDFS used for the management cluster is also discussed.  

 

2.2 The Original of Big Data     

 

Understanding the main comcept of Big Data and how it evolved into its current 

stage is very important. Considering the evolution and complexity of Big Data systems, 

most of the earlier studies are based on a one-sided viewpoint, such as chronology 

Borkar et al., (2012) or milepost technologies. The original of Big Data is presented in 

terms of the data size of interest. Big Data is tied tightly to the capability of efficiently 

storing and managing larger and larger datasets, with size limitations expanding by 

orders of magnitude. Specially, for each capability improvement, new database 

technologies were developed, thus, the history of Big Data can be roughly divided into 

the following stages. 
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Megabyte to Gigabyte in the 1970s and 1980s, historical business data 

introduced the earliest ``big data'' challenges in moving from megabyte to gigabyte 

sizes. The urgent need at that time was to house that data and run relational queries for 

business analyses and reporting. Research efforts were made to give birth to the 

``database machine'' that featured integrated hardware and software to solve problems. 

The underlying philosophy was that such integration would provide better performance 

at lower cost. After a period of time, it became clear that hardware-specialized database 

machines could not keep pace with the progress of general-purpose computers. Thus, 

the descendant database systems are software systems that impose few constraints on 

hardware and can run on general-purpose computers Hu et al., (2014). 

 

  Gigabyte to Terabyte in the late 1980s, the popularization of digital 

technology caused the volumes of data to be expanded into several gigabytes or even to 

a terabyte, which is beyond the storage and/or processing capabilities of a single large 

computer system. Data parallelization was proposed to extend storage capabilities and 

tasks, such as building indexes and evaluating queries, into disparate hardware. Based 

on this idea, several types of parallel databases were built, including shared memory 

databases, shared-disk databases, and shared nothing databases, all are induced by the 

underlying hardware architecture. However, the three types of databases includes, the 

shared-nothing architecture, built on a networked cluster of individual machines - each 

with its own processor, memory and disk (Dewitt & Gray 1992) have witnessed great 

success. Even in the past few years, we have witnessed the blooming of commercialized 

products of this type, such as (Teradata & Dayton, 2014), Netezza (Netezza & 

Marlborough, 2013), Aster Data (Aster & Beijing, 2013), Greenplum (Greenplum & 

San, 2013), and Vertica (Vertica, 2013). These systems exploit a relational data model 

and declarative relational query languages, and they pioneered the use of divide-and 

conquer parallelism to partition data for storage. 

 

Terabyte to Petabyte: During the late 1990 when the database community was 

admiring its ``finished'' work on the parallel database, the rapid development of Web 

1.0 led the whole world into the Internet era, along with massive semi-structured or 

unstructured webpages holding terabytes or petabytes (PBs) of data. The resulting need 

for search companies was to index and query the mushrooming content of the web. 

Although, parallel databases handle structured data well, they provide little support for 

unstructured data. Additionally, systems capabilities were limited to less than several 
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terabytes. To address the challenge of web-scale data managemen0.t and analysis, 

Google created Google File System (GFS) (Ghemawat et al., 2003) and MapReduce 

(Dean & Ghemawat, 2008) programming model. GFS and MapReduce enable 

automatic data parallelization and the distribution of large-scale computation 

applications to large clusters of commodity servers. System running GFS and 

MapReduce can scale up and out therefore, it can be able to process unlimited data. In 

the mid-2000s, user-generated content, various sensors, and other ubiquitous data 

sources produced an overwhelming flow of mixed-structure data, which called for a 

paradigm shift in computing architecture and large-scale data processing mechanisms. 

NoSQL databases, which are scheme-free, fast, highly scalable, and reliable, began to 

emerge to handle these data. In Jan. 2007, Jim Gary, a database software pioneer, called 

the shift ``fourth paradigm'' Hey et al., (2009). He also argued that the only way to cope 

with this paradigm is to develop a new generation of computing tools to manage, 

visualize and analyze the data deluge. 

 

Petabyte to Exabyte under current development trends, data stored and analyzed 

by big companies will undoubtedly reach the PB to exabyte magnitude. However, 

current technology still handles terabyte to PB data; there has been no revolutionary 

technology developed to cope with larger datasets. In Jun. 2011, Richard Egan and 

Roger Marino Corporation (EMC) published a report entitled ``Extracting Value from 

Chaos''. 

 

2.3 Big Data Definitions 

 

“Big Data refers to data volumes in range of exabytes (1018) and beyond” in 

Kaisler et al., (2013). As define by the Wikipedia, Big Data is an accumulation of 

datasets usually huge and complex data that it becomes hard to process using database 

management tools or traditional data processing applications, where the challenges 

include capturing, storaging, searching, sharing, transfering, analysing, and 

visualization Mandal et al., (2017). 

 

Sam Madden from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) wrote “Big 

Data means too big, too fast, or too hard for existing tools to process” (Madden, 2012). 

He also explained, the term ‘too big’ as the amount of data which might be at petabyte-

scale data that come from various sources, ‘too fast’ as the data growth, which is fast 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Egan_%28businessman%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Marino
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and must be processed quickly, and ‘too hard’ as the difficulties of Big Data that does 

not fit neatly into an existing processing tool (Madden, 2012). 

 

From PC Mag (popular magazine based on latest technology news), “Big Data 

refers to the massive amounts of data that collects over time that are difficult to analyze 

and handle using common database management tools” Ekbia et al., (2015). John 

Weathington has defined Big Data as a competitive key parameter in different 

dimensions such as customers, suppliers, new entrants and substitutes. According to 

him, Big Data creates products which are valuable and unique, and prelude other 

products from satisfying the same need. He also described, “Big Data is traditionally 

characterized as a rushing river: large amounts of data flowing at a rapid pace” 

(Weathington, 2012) and (Graham et al., 2008).  

 

Philip Hunter state that, “Big Data embodies an ambition to extract value from 

data, particularly for sales, marketing, and customer relations” (Hunter, 2013). Svetlana 

Sicular has defined Big Data as “high-volume, -velocity and –variety information assets 

that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced 

insight and decision making” (Sicular, 2013). Big Data refers to datasets that are both 

big and high in variety and velocity, which makes them difficult to handle using 

traditional tools and techniques Janssen et al., (2017).   

 

Big Data is a popular term used to describe the exponential growth, availability 

and use of information, both structured and unstructured Peter et al., (2014). The term 

“Big Data” is often used to describe massive, complex, and real-time streaming data 

that requires sophisticated management, analytical, and processing techniques to extract 

insights (Gupta & George, 2016). Table 2.1 shows summarize the Big Data definitions 

from view by any author. 
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Table 2.1   In this table, we summarize the Big Data definitions from view by any 

author 

 

The table above summarizes some of the Big Data definitions, most of the 

authors have agreed that Big Data are difficult to process using conventional analysis 

tools. Additionally, the authors admitted that Big Data have high volume, high velocity 

and high variety as characteristics. 

 

Definations Challenging 

for 

traditional 

application/ 

Requires 

new froms 

of 

application 

Big 

volume  

of data 

Competitiv

e key 

parameter 

Enhance

d insights 

generator 

High-

volume. 

High-

velocity. 

High-

variety 

Volum,

velocity,

variety, 

veracity 

Heterogeneou

s, 

Autonomous, 

Complex and 

Evolving 

(HACE) 

Therom 

Kaisler, et 

al., (2013) 

    √      

Mandal et 

al., (2017). 

√       

(Madden, 

2012) 

√    √   

Ekbia et al., 

(2015) 

√         

(Weathingto

n, 2012) 

  √  √   

Doctorw, 

2008) and  

Weathington, 

2012) 

√       

(Hunter, 

2013) 

   √    

(Sicular, 

2013) 

   √ √   

(IBM, 2012)      √  

(Wu, et al., 

2013) 

      √ 

Janssen  et 

al., (2017) 

√    √   

Peter et al., 

(2014) 

 √      

( Gupta & 

George, 

2016) 

√ √      
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2.4 Big Data Characteristics  

 

The characteristics of Big Data are well defined by Gartner (Beyer & Laney 

2012). The three Vs (volume, velocity and variety) are known as the main 

characteristics of big data. The characteristics are described in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. 3Vs of Big Data 

 

2.4.1 Volume 

 

Refers to amount of data, and there are many factors that can be contributed to 

the increase of volume of data such could be as a result of hundreds of terabytes or even 

petabytes of information generated from everywhere Avita et al., (2013). The number of 

sources of data for an organization is growing. More data sources consisting big 

datasets increase the volume of data, which needs to be analyzed Kaisler et al., (2013). 

Figure 2.1 shows that the data volume is growing from megabytes (106) to petabytes 

(1015) and beyond. Figure 2.2 indicates that the volume of data stored in the world 

would be more than 40 zettabytes (1021) by 2020.  
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Figure 2.2. Data volume growth by year in zettabytes  

Source: Matsuoka et al., (2014). 

 

2.4.2 Velocity  

 

Refers to data speed that measures the velocity of information creation, gushing 

and collection Kaisler et al., (2013). According to Svetlana Sicular from Gartner, 

velocity is the most misunderstood Big Data characteristic (Sicular, 2013). She 

describes that the data velocity is also about the rate changes, and about combining data 

sets that are coming with different speeds. The velocity of data also describes bursts of 

activities, rather than the usual steady tempo where velocity frequently equated to only 

real-time analytics (Sicular,  2013). 

Figure 2.3. Examples of Big Data velocity  

Source: Sinanc (2013). 
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Figure 2.3 shows few examples of the pace of data. Data speed administration is 

significantly more than a bandwidth issue; it is additionally an ingest issue Kaisler et al., 

(2013). Figure 2.1 also reflects velocity as a characteristic of Big Data, showing how it 

requires near real-time and/or real-time analytics.  

2.4.3 Variety 

 

Apart from typical structured data, Big Data contains text, audio, images, 

videos, and many other unstructured and semi-structured data, which are available in 

many analog and digital formats. From an analytics perspective, variety of data is the 

biggest challenge to effectively use it. Some researchers believe that, taming the data 

variety and volatility is the key of Big Data analytics (Infosys, 2013). Figure 2.4 shows 

the comparison between increment of unstructured, semi-structured data and structured 

data by years. Figure 2.2 also reflects the increment in verity of data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Growth of data variety by years 

 

One of the Big Data vendors, IBM has coined additional V for the Big Data 

characteristics, which is veracity. By veracity, they address the inherent trustworthiness 

of the data. As Big Data will be used such as for decision making, it is important to 

make sure that the data can be trusted.  Some researchers mentioned ‘viability’ and 

‘value’ as the fourth and the fifth characteristics leaving ‘veracity’ out (Biehn, 2013).   
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2.5 Big Data Analysis  

 

In 2012 the world produced about 2.5 Exabytes of data daily (Mcafee & 

Brynjolfsson, 2012). Recent study estimates that 7 Zettabytes of data to be generated in 

2014 Villars et al., (2011). This data is generated due to the explosion in the use of 

electronic devices such as computers, sensor networks, and smart phones, as well as the 

use of social communication sites in several daily activities. This huge amount of 

generated data needs to be handled using novel and efficient data management systems 

giving rise to the term “Big Data.” This term is currently used to represent such huge 

and complex data sets that no traditional data processing systems can handle efficiently. 

Big Data, according to McKinsey Manyika et al., (2011), refers to datasets whose sizes 

are beyond the abilities of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and 

analyze. Big Data needs new technologies that will be able to extract value from those 

datasets; such processed data might be used in other fields such as artificial intelligence, 

data mining, etc. 

 

Big Data concern large-volume, complex, growing data sets with multiple, 

autonomous sources. With the fast development of networking, data storage, and the 

data collection capacity, Big Data are now rapidly expanding in all science and 

engineering domains, including physical, biological and biomedical sciences. As 

humans explore the real world through scientific research, humans unravel the 

mysteries in the information world through Big Data, which are attracting much 

attention in academia. 

 

 In February 2011, “Science” published “Dealing with Data” album, and jointed 

Science: Signaling, Science: Translational Medicine and Science: Careers to launch 

related topics, that discuss the importance of data for scientific research. In May, 

McKinsey published “Big Data: the next frontier for innovation, competition, and 

productivity”, analyzed application potential of Big Data in different industries from the 

economic and commercial dimensions, spelled out the development policy for the 

Government and industry decision makers dealing with Big Data (Olson & Riordan, 

2012). 

 

The research and development of Big Data involve national security, life and 

health, climate variation, geological survey, disaster prevention and reduction and Smart 
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Planet, which are all associated with spatial data.For example, in the United States, 

government established National Information Infrastructure in 1993, released National 

Broadband Plan in 2010, and invested 200 million dollars to start Big Data Research 

and Development Initiative. In this plan, US Geological Survey and National 

Aeronautics & Space Administration are most closely associated to spatial data Kim et 

al., (2014). 

  

The USGS John Wesley Powell Center for Analysis and Synthesis provides 

scientists with the place and time to indepth analysis, the most advanced computing 

ability and the collaboration tools to perceive Big Data sets, which eventually promotes 

the innovation thinking of the Earth System Science (ESS). In this center, scientists 

cooperate to synthesize the comprehensive and long-term data, and further convert Big 

Data and the big ideas of Earth science theory to scientific discoveries with the aim to 

improve the understanding of the ESS and response capabilities. For example, species 

respond to climate change, earthquake recurrence rate and the next generation of 

ecological indicators. 

 

2.6 Case Study Weather Forecasting  

 

Weather changes are one of the major problem in the world. For example, 

Malaysia faced cool temperature in January 2014 resulted several diseases occurs, such 

as flu. In Thailand, due to this  change, more than three peoples die due to cool 

temperature less than 10 Celsius. It is not a new thing because in 1993 George et al., 

(1993). Based on upper quote, it could be concluded; the weather changes  involved 

changes in climate condition in a series of data .The detection of this event could 

involve three major threshold – velocity (how rapid the changes in weather data 

changes), variety (it is possible the changes  in a series of data affected other data) and 

veracity (the effect of velocity and variety could change the nature of the data). 

 

Weather Climate change definition clearly stated in New England Aquarium 

(NEAQ) as “Climate describes the average or typical conditions of temperature, relative 

humidity, cloudiness, precipitation, wind speed and direction, and other meteorological 

factors that prevail globally or regionally for extended periods. Weather describes the 

hourly or daily conditions that people experience each day. Which is why it’s often said 

that “Climate is what you expect; weather is what you get.” . 
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In practical terms, even a small improvement in forecasting quality can produce 

enormous benefits for individuals, businesses, and society, from providing warnings for 

short-term events such as tornados and floods to long-term issues such as how to 

construct buildings and design infrastructure. For instance, before Hurricane Sandy 

slammed the northeastern U.S. in October 2012, the  European Center for Medium 

range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF)  had successfully predicted the storm track and 

intensity of the event five days out, while National Weather Service (NWS) models 

lagged by about a day. The deviation in modelling focused attention on the perceived 

deficiencies of the NWS. 

 

As a crucial part of this study, climate data should be defined as precise as it 

could. There are several open source data sets that could be used (public domain). 

NOAA (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/)- NOAA is responsible for preserving, monitoring, 

assessing, and providing public access to the Nation's treasure of climate and historical 

weather data and information .This data comes in text dataset, visual and processed, e.g. 

a mean temperature for year to year.  This source has been chosen due to : 

 

1. Availability of data for all places in USA. 

2. Availability of data for more than 10 years. 

3. The data represent in text, with no visualization and complex 

presentation. 

 

2.7 Related Work on Weather Forecasting  

 

A number of studies have been reported on efforts made by researchers at 

improving the weather temperature prediction system. When we talk about weather 

forecasting with Big Data, numerous research focus on this matters (Halim, Baig, & 

Bashir, 2006; MacAlpine et al., 2010). these research is still in progress since they 

found a hole between weather forecasting and Big Data analysis. 

 

Kyger acknowledges that the episode was a "disappointment" for the National 

Weather Service (NWS). This led, in May 2013, to the U.S. Congress approving $23.7 

million in supplemental funding to upgrade NWS systems from 90 teraflops to upward 

of 200 teraflops, as well as addressing other issues. However, U.S. forecasting 

technology continues to generate concerns. "There have been a number of important 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi5qouZx6vMAhXn3KYKHeP8Au4QFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weather.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNGi5HI2RKoMwrIFcX7mGaEYQ5_aSw&sig2=1xuzYGWDzMOlOoD3uqhsLQ&bvm=bv.119745492,bs.1,d.c2E
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi5qouZx6vMAhXn3KYKHeP8Au4QFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weather.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNGi5HI2RKoMwrIFcX7mGaEYQ5_aSw&sig2=1xuzYGWDzMOlOoD3uqhsLQ&bvm=bv.119745492,bs.1,d.c2E
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forecasts where U.S. prediction systems performed in an inferior way," Mass says. A 

recent blog posted by Mass stated that the U.S. had slipped into fourth place in global 

weather prediction, behind facilities in continental Europe, the U.K., and Canada 

(Samuel, 2014). 

 

Y.Radhika and M.Shashi  presents an application of Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) for weather prediction. Time series data of daily maximum temperature at 

location is studied to predict the maximum temperature of the next day at that location 

based on the daily maximum temperatures for a span of previous n days referred to as 

order of the input. Performance of the system is observed for various spans of 2 to 10 

days by using optimal values of the kernel (Radhika & Shashi 2013). 

 

Earlier study analyzed the relation between the tourists’ stay in Austria and the 

weather from 1060 to 2012. The number of sunny days in summer and the temperature 

had a positive effect on the domestic tourists’ stay, and precipitation had a negative 

effect. The foreign tourists’ stay was positively affected by sunshine and temperature. 

This study used the average weather information and tourist demand information in July 

and August, and the spatial scope of the analysis was the country. However, this study 

targeted the daily weather forecast in the areas surrounding the beach and very limited 

areas (Falk, 2014). 

 

The second previous (Kulendran & Wong, 2005) study performed the 

seasonality analysis of the tourist demand of UK and the Greek tourists in Austria using 

the quarterly data. The tourist demand was categorized into holiday tourists, business 

tourists, and total tourists, and two ARIMA models were used to create the prediction 

model. The study performed the seasonality analysis and forecast using the quarterly 

data, but it did not offer summer or seasonal insights. Also, its spatial scope was the 

country. However, its analysis was limited to the daily data in small areas and presented 

the weather and floating population relation in summer. Table 2.2 shows the existing 

Big Data analytics examples and their impact on value creation. 
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Table 2.2  In this table, we summarize the existing Big Data analytics examples and 

their impact on value creation  

Description (Source) Big Data Analytics Case Impact on Value Creation 

Analyzing patient, 

characteristics with 

combination results of 

medications Manyika et al., 

(2011). 

Analyzing Big Data datasets 

in a suitable time. 

Reduce, under-treatment 

and over-treatment. 

Analyzing, physician 

entries, and compare them 

with guidelines, to caution 

for potential blunders 

Manyika et al., (2011). 

 

Analyzing, different data 

Sources, including 

Unstructured, data sources 

such as X-ray images. 

Reduce adverse, reactions 

and lower treatment, rates 

and liability, claims. 

State-of-the-art cross selling 

Manyika et al., (2011). 

Analyzing, different 

(exclusive) data, sources 

including multi-structured, 

data sources. 

Easier access, to additional 

Customer, information 

eventually, leading to an 

increase, in sales. 

Sensor-driven, operations in 

manufacturing, Manyika et 

al., (2011). 

Realtime, analyzing granular, 

data originating from, sensors 

(IoT) 

Improved transaction, 

efficiency, due to ubiquitous 

process control, and factory 

optimization. 

   

Customer, ad targeting, 

based on behavior 

(Schmarzo, 2011). 

Sets of users, based upon 

behavior, demographics, etc. 

is formed. 

Targeted, sales improve, the 

transaction, efficiency. 

Automated crime 

intelligence (Genovese & 

Prentice, 2012). 

Analyzing different, 

(exclusive) data, sources 

Including, multi-structured, 

data sources 

More-accurate, intelligence 

and reliable, solution. 

Listening, to thousands of 

customers, (Marr, 2015). 

Analyzing, different large, 

datasets with feedback, 

originating from web, email 

and text messages 

Automated, tagging of 

feedback, saves field 

managers, work hence, 

time. 
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Table 2.2 continued 

 

The table above summarizes the Big Data analysis and the impact value creation. All 

these cases are used Big Data analytics, along with the pressure to improve performance 

and decision making. Moreover, the challenges and the benefits expect to realize by 

deploying Big Data analytics for needs. 

 

 

Description (Source) 

 

Big Data Analytics Case 

 

Impact on Value Creation 

Electricity consumption 

forecasting (Wang, 2013). 

 

Analyzing big dataset of 

the electricity 

consumption. 

Developed prediction model is 

able to provide sound portability 

and feasibility in terms of 

processing Big Data relating to 

electricity. 

 

Fraud, detection on 

population 

Bloem et al., (2012). 

 

Analyzing, all bank 

Transactions, for criminal 

behavior. 

Better, insights in criminal, 

behavior, and the ability, to 

prevent it. 

 

Evolution criteria of weather 

attributes in Jordan over the 

evaluated period of time and 

how it is connected to climate 

change Jararweh et al., 

(2014). 

 

Analying Large-Scale 

Climate data from Jordan 

climate station. 

 

Results showed that humidity 

and dew point weather attributes 

are going to face a significant 

increase in the future. 

 

Energy Forecasting for Event 

Venues: Big Data and 

Prediction Accuracy 

Grolinger et al., (2016). 

 

Analyzing large 

variations in consumption 

caused by the hosted 

events. 

The daily data intervals resulted 

in higher consumption prediction 

accuracy than hourly or 15-min 

readings, which can be explained 

by the inability of the hourly and 

15-min models to capture 

random variations. 

A Floating Population 

Prediction Model in Travel 

Spots using Weather Big 

Data Lee, et al., (2015). 

Analysis big dataset of 

the changes in the 

floating population based 

on weather factors. 

to predict real daily floating 

populations in July and August, 

in South Korea. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378778815304461
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2.8 Hadoop Open Source for Big Data Analysis 

 

Hadoop "is the kernel of the delivering so as to cut edge venture information 

warehousing" cloud-confronting  architectures, MPP, in-database investigation, blended 

workload administration and a cross breed stockpiling layer (Kobielus, 2012). Designed 

by Doug Cutting, the maker of Apache Lucene, Hadoop gives a complete toolset for the 

distributed processing of Big Data sets across clusters of computers using simple 

programming models, including data analysis, data storage and coordination White et 

al., (2010).  

 

Hadoop produced from Apache Nutch, is an open source software framework 

for storing data and running application on clusters of commodity hardware. After 

realizing the traditional enterprise data warehouse cannot handle big volumes of 

structured and unstructured data more efficiently than Hadoop, Because Hadoop is open 

source and can run on commodity hardware, the initial cost savings are dramatic and 

continue to grow as your organizational data grows. Additionally, Hadoop has a strong 

Apache community behind it that continues to contribute to its advancement Ghemawat 

et al., (2003), to general society. Almost a year later all Nutch algorithms had been 

ported to utilize MapReduce and HDFS.  

 

In 2006, Nutch turned into a different subproject under the name Hadoop and 

after two years it turned into a top-level venture at Apache, confirming its success. 

During that year, Hadoop was utilized by numerous universal companies, for example, 

Facebook. Hadoop is a synonym for Big Data because of its capabilities to store and 

handle huge amounts of (unstructured) data within a smaller timeframe in an 

economically responsible way (Kuil, 2012). For this reason the Hadoop ecosystems play 

a major role in Big Data analytics.  

 

With traditional data analytics, only the peak can be analyzed and utilized in 

order to create value or support value creation. This peak often consists of highly 

structured data stored in traditional data warehouses. Since the amount of unstructured 

data is growing rapidly as described earlier, this peak is becoming relatively smaller. 

With Hadoop, it is possible to store and analyze unstructured data in a much smaller 

timeframe using the power of distributed and parallel computing on commodity 

hardware. More essential, the line demonstrating the limit of information that can be 
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used and information that can not be use, is dropping, prompting a much more 

prominent top and consequently, in more conceivable quality.  Figure 2.5 shows New 

technologies make it possible to utilize more data.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. New technologies make it possible to utilize more data 

Source: Jain et al., (2016). 

 

Together with its free license, huge community and open source systems, many 

initiatives using Hadoop have been emerged, also indicating its success. Also, many big 

IT organizations started to distribute their own commercial version of Hadoop by 

adding enterprise support, additional functionalities and tools and even bundled with 

specific hardware (which contradicts with the fact that Hadoop is great because it runs 

on cheap commodity hardware). Examples are Cloudera, EMC GreenPlum, IBM 

InfoSphere BigInsights, Amazon AWS Elastic MapReduce and Microsoft’s release of 

Hadoop on its cloud platform Azure by porting Hadoop to Windows. 

 

A critical piece of the Hadoop ecosystem is the Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS) making the partition of data and computing across many nodes as possible. 

Albeit frequently seen as a NoSQL database, it is definitely not. Albeit both  data 

storage systems use distributed storage across multiple nodes, there are critical 

contrasts. Firstly, NoSQL databases is responsible for maintaining records by providing 

efficient ways to insert, modify or delete records using indexed attributes.  HDFS does 

not index data, rather when Hadoop executes a job, it scans all data which is considered 

very inefficient within the field of NoSQL databases. This does not matter for Hadoop 
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since its performance is mainly depending on the number of nodes and the sum of raw 

CPU power (Knulst, 2012). Another distinction between NoSQL databases and Hadoop 

in general usefulness of the database: NoSQL database focusses on running little jobs as 

quickly as would be prudent (e.g. Giving data to a site being asked for) while Hadoop 

focuses on running big  jobs utilizing big dataset. 

 

2.8.1 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 

 

Hadoop Distributed File System Shafer et al., (2010) is a distributed, scalable, 

and portable file-system written in Java for the Hadoop framework. Each node in a 

Hadoop instance typically has a single Namenode, the core of the HDFS file system that 

keeps the directory tree of all files in the file system, and tracks where across the cluster 

the file data is kept. DataNodes stores data in the HDFS and a functional filesystem has 

more than one DataNodes, with data replicated across them. The file system uses the 

TCP/IP layer for communication, while clients use Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to 

communicate between each other.  Figure 2.6. shows  HDFS Architecture.  

 

Figure 2.6. Architecture of HDFS  

Source: Wang et al., (2016). 
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HDFS stores large files (typically in the range of gigabytes to terabytes) across multiple 

machines. It achieves reliability by replicating the data across multiple hosts. With the 

default replication value data is stored on three nodes: two on the same rack, and one on 

a different rack. Data nodes can talk to each other to re- balance data and to move 

copies around. HDFS main feature is the ability to scale to a virtually unlimited storage 

capacity by simply adding new machines to the cluster at any time.  The default 

distributed file system (HDFS) stores file in blocks of 64 MB. It can store files of 

varying size from 100 MB to GB. Hadoop architecture contains the Name node, data 

nodes, secondary name node, task tracker and job tracker. Name node maintained the 

Metadata information about the block stored in the Hadoop distributed file system. Files 

are stored in blocks in a distributed manner. The Secondary name node does the work of 

maintaining the validity of the Name Node and updating the Name Node Information 

time to time.  

 

Data node actually stores the data. The Job Tracker actually receives the job 

from the user and split it into parts. Job Tracker then assigns these split jobs to the Task 

Tracker. Task Tracker runs on the Data node they fetch the data from the data node and 

execute the task. They continuously talk to the Job Tracker. Job Tracker coordinates the 

job submitted by the user. Task Tracker has fixed number of the slots for running the 

tasks. The Job tracker selects the Task Tracker which has the free available slots. It is 

useful to choose the Task Tracker on the same rack where the data is stored this is 

known as rack awareness. With this inter rack bandwidth can be saved. Figure 2.7 

shows the arrangement of the different component of Hadoop on a single node. In this 

arrangement all the component Name Node, Secondary Name Node, Data Node, Job 

Tracker, and Task Tracker are on the same system. The User submits its job in the form 

of MapReduce task. The data Node and the Task Tracker are on the same system so that 

the best speed for the read and write can be achieved.  
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Figure 2.7. Hadoop on a single node  

Source: Kornacker et al., (2015). 

 

2.8.1.1 Storage in HDFS Filesystem 

 

HDFS is a distributed file system with master/slave architecture and built in 

Hadoop platform. It is designed for storing large files which could be hundreds of 

megabytes, gigabytes and petabytes in size; and running on clusters of computers which 

could be inexpensive and not necessary to be highly reliable commodity hardware 

Barbosa et al., (2015). In a cluster, the HDFS are consisted of a single Namenode (the 

master) and a cluster of DataNodes (the slaves). DataNodes store the data of the 

filesystem and retrieve blocks when the Namenode tells them to. They report their 

status to the Namenode periodically. There is also a secondary Namenode which 

produce snapshot of the primary NameNode’s memory structures to avoid the problems 

brought by file system corruption. The HDFS clusters are setup at the beginning of the 

process and then transfer the collected data sets from the local system to HDFS for the 

future sentiment analysis. Figure 2.8 shows process and how to store datasets into 

HDFS and Figure 2.9 shows the process and how to querying from cluster. 
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Figure 2.8. Data storage in Hadoop  

Source: Ujjal Marjit et al., (2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data is chopped and stored on the HDFS

Data in the HDFS is scattered over numerous nodes for 

built in fault tolerance 

HDFS has Master/NameNode, Secondary NameNode and 

Slave/DataNodes

NameNode stores meta data and DataNodes store data 

blocks

NameNode and Data Nodes reside on commodity severs i.e 

x86

Each nodes/server offers local storage and computation 
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Figure 2.9. Querying Big Data HDFS  

Source: Marjit et al., (2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

User query submission 

Submits a query via an application interface 

Query is submitted to master node

Master node uses the  Map  process to assign the sub-job to slave 

nodes

Slave nodes may still further assign to other slave nodes

The sub-jobs are executed in parallel on each node in the cluster 

against the nodes local dataset

The slaves complete their tasks and return back results to master

The master assembly/aggregates the results using the  Reduce  

process
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2.8.2 MapReduce  

 

The MapReduce programming model simplifies the complexity of running 

parallel data processing functions across multiple computing nodes in a cluster, by 

allowing a programmer with no specific knowledge of parallel programming to create 

MapReduce functions running in parallel on the cluster Jiang et al., (2015). MapReduce 

automatically handles the gathering of results across the multiple nodes and returns a 

single result or set. More importantly, the MapReduce runtime system offers fault 

tolerance that is entirely transparent to programmers. Figure 2.10 shows the overall 

process of MapReduce. 

 

Figure 2.10. The overall process of MapReduce application  

Source: Devine (2011). 
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The term MapReduce refers to two separate and distinct tasks. First is the map 

job, which takes a set of data and converts it into another set of data, where individual 

elements are broken down into tuples (key/value pairs). The reduce job takes the output 

from a map as input and combines those data tuples into a smaller set of tuples (Dean & 

Ghemawat, 2004). As the sequence of the name MapReduce implies, the reduce job is 

always performed after the map job. Putting the Map and  Reduce functions to work 

efficiently requires an algorithm too. The standard steps for a MapReduce work-flow 

shows in Figure 2.11. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. MapReduce steps  

Source: Tang et al., (2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

Start with large number or data or records 

Iterate over the data

Use the map function to extract something of 

interest and create an output 

Organize the output list to optimize for further 

processing 

Use the reduce function to compute a set of 

results 

Produce the final output 
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2.8.2.1 MapReduce Model 

 

Each MapReduce application has two major types of operations - a map 

operation and a reduce operation. MapReduce allows for parallel processing of the map 

and reduction operations  in each application. Each mapping operation is independent of 

the others, meaning all mappers can be performed in parallel on multiple machines. In 

practice, the number of concurrent map operations is limited by the data source and/or 

the number of CPUs near that data. Similarly, a set of reduce operations can be 

performed in parallel during the reduction phase. All outputs of map operations that 

share the same key are presented to the same reduce operation Francisci et al., (2010). 

Although the above process seemingly inefficient compared to sequential algorithms, 

MapReduce can be applied to process significantly larger datasets than "commodity" 

servers. For example, a large computing cluster can use MapReduce to sort a petabyte 

of data in only a few hours. Parallelism also offers some possibility of recovering from 

partial failure of computing nodes or storage units during the operation (Yoon & Kim, 

2011). In other words, if one mapper or reducer fails, the work can be rescheduled, 

assuming the input data is still available. Input data sets are, in most cases, available 

even in presence of storage unit failures, because each data set normally has three 

replicas stored in three individual storage unites. Figure 2.12 shows eight datanodes 

replication data. 

Figure 2.12. Hadoop data replication on data datanodes  

Source: Robert et al., (2010) . 

 

 

 

http://www.aosabook.org/en/intro1.html#chansler-robert
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2.8.2.2 MapReduce Execution Process Steps 

 

MapReduce Algorithm uses the following three main steps: 

 Map Function 

 Shuffle Function 

 Reduce Function 

Discuss here is the role and responsibility of each function in MapReduce 

algorithm. A simple word counting example used to explain them in-detail.   

 

A. Map Function 

 

Map Function is the first step in MapReduce Algorithm. It takes input tasks (Datasets) 

and divides them into smaller sub-tasks. Then perform required computation on each 

sub-task in parallel. This step performs the following two sub-steps: 

 Splitting 

Splitting step takes input Dataset from Source and divides into smaller Sub-   

Datasets. 

 Mapping 

Mapping step takes those smaller Sub-Datasets and performs required action or 

computation on each Sub-Dataset. The output of this Map Function is a set of 

key and value pairs as <Key, Value> as shows in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13. Map function  

Source: Ghemawat, (2004) 
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B. Shuffle Function 

 

It is the second step in MapReduce Algorithm. Shuffle Function is also known 

as “Combine Function” as shows in Figure 2.14. It takes a list of outputs coming from 

“Map Function” and performs these two sub-steps on each and every key-value pair. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Shuffle function  

Source: Ghemawat, (2004). 

 

 Merging 

Merging step combines all key-value pairs which have same keys (that is 

grouping key-value pairs by comparing “Key”). This step returns <Key, 

List<Value>>. 

 Sorting 

Sorting step takes input from Merging step and sort all key-value pairs by using 

Keys. This step also returns <Key, List<Value>> output but with sorted key-

value pairs. Finally, Shuffle Function returns a list of <Key, List<Value>> 

sorted pairs to next step. 
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C. Reduce Function 

 

It is the final step in MapReduce Algorithm. It performs only one step: Reduce 

step. It takes list of <Key, List<Value>> sorted pairs from Shuffle Function and 

perform reduce operation as show in Figure 2.15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.15. Reduce function  

Source: Ghemawat, (2004) 
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2.9 Conclusions 

Big Data is defined as a big amount of data which requires new technologies to 

make possible to extract value from it by capturing and analysis process. Analytics 

often involves studying past historical data to research potential trends. Weather 

prediction has been one of the most interesting and fascinating domain and it plays a 

significant role in meteorology. Weather prediction is to estimate of future weather 

conditions. Weather condition is the state of atmosphere at a given time in terms of 

weather variables like rainfall, thunderstorm, cloud conditions, temperature, pressure, 

wind direction etc. Predicting the weather is essential to help preparing for the best and 

the worst of the climate. 

 

The knowlede gathered through this literature review show that it possible 

extract weather Big Data to using for forecasting purpose. The present reseach, extract 

the the Big Data   weather (unstrectured) data for forecasting purpose. Beside that, we 

discussion the  Hadoop/MapReduce. In chapter 3, we discuss the MapReduce 

algorithm. However, Hadoop  is a distributed, scalable, and portable file-system that is 

use in our use cases with MapReduce. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1   Introduction 

This chapter provides a methodological approach of the study. The fundamental 

stages, process and steps of the method for executing the objectives of this research 

have been addressed in this chapter. The methodology has been represented to show the 

individual steps and sequential processes used. This chapter also begins with the 

proposed approach which involves the design algorithm and implementation was used 

for analyzing the big weather dataset. Also, this chapter discusses the weather dataset 

that was retrieved in an online open repository. Moreover, this chapter explains the 

steps and the implementation of the MapReduce algorithm. The details of this chapter 

has been discussed below. 

 

3.2   The Proposed Approach  

The proposed approach focuses on designing the MapReduce algorithm. Figure 

3.1 shows the research framework for this study that leads to the final product. 
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Figure 3.1. Approach for this study that leads to the final product 
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3.3   Big Data Weather Dataset 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Data Centers 

(of which NCDC is the largest) are world-class centers that provide long-term 

preservation, management, and ready accessibility to environmental data. The combined 

archive includes records taken even before Ben Franklin’s weather observations and 

continues with the latest real-time satellite imagery. The Centers are part of the National 

Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service (NESDIS). The NCDC is located 

in Asheville, NC. The data that are used was obtained from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (http://www.noaa.gov/). The data is stored using a line-

oriented ASCII format, in which each line is a record. The format supports a rich set of 

meteorological elements, many of which are optional or with variable data lengths. This 

study focuses on the elements, such as temperature, Visibility and Humidity which are 

always present and are of fixed width. Table 3.1 shows a sample line with some of the 

salient fields highlighted. Data files are organized by date and weather station. There is 

a directory for each year since 1997 to 2007, each containing a zipped file for each 

weather station with its readings for that year. Since there are tens of thousands of 

weather stations, the whole dataset is made up of a big number of relatively small files, 

more details of dataset in Appendix C. 

DATABASE: Worldwide surface observations (hourly/synoptic).  

Datasets - TD3280 and TD9956. 

TD3280--Navy and first order National Weather Service (NWS) stations. 

Data Type- ASCII character data. 

Quality Control -Undergoes extensive automated and manual QC. 

- About 380 stations currently active. 

- Includes most surface elements observed in the U.S. (wind speed and direction, 

temperature, dew point, cloud data, sea level pressure, altimeter setting, station pressure, 

present weather, and visibility). Wind gust, daily precipitation amount, and snow depth 

are not included, but are placed in TD3210. Hourly precipitation amount stored in 

separate dataset (TD3240).  

- “Specials” are not included and only synoptic hours (every 3rd hour) are 

included for (for most stations). 

 

 

http://www.noaa.gov/
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Table 3.1   Weather Dataset into ASCII Format 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wban Number, YearMonthDay, Time, Station Type, Maintenance Indicator, Sky Conditions, Visibility, Weather Type, Dry Bulb Temp, 

Dew Point Temp, Wet Bulb Temp, % Relative Humidity, Wind Speed (kt), Wind Direction, Wind Char. Gusts (kt), Val for Wind Char., 

Station Pressure, Pressure Tendency, Sea Level Pressure, Record Type, Precip. Total 

03013,19960701,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64,60.1,35, 87 , 7   ,180,-,0  ,26.30,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64.9,60.1,35, 84 , 10  ,190,-,0  ,26.30,6,153,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,60.1,34.9, 93 , 8   ,200,-,0  ,26.29,-,150,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,60.1,59,34.7, 96 , 3   ,310,-,0  ,26.29,-,151,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,59,57.9,34.6, 96 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.30,5,154,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64,61,35, 90 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.30,-,155,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66.9,62.1,35.2, 84 , 6   ,310,-,0  ,26.31,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,72,63,35.4, 73 , 5   ,310,-,0  ,26.31,3,160,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75.9,63,35.5, 64 , 6   ,270,-,0  ,26.31,-,156,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,80.1,64,35.7, 58 , 7   ,270,-,0  ,26.30,-,150,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,82,64.9,35.9, 56 , 3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.30,6,150,AA,- 
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3.4   Algorithm for the Big Weather Dataset 

As shown in Figure 3.2, the algorithm comprised of three sections: the input, 

output and the technique used. The Algorithm consists of two functions: a map function 

and a reduce function, and when a function is called the steps of actions take place. The 

first procedure is to pre-process the input weather dataset split into a number of pieces 

of a specified size. The input data are aggregated from NOAA for the purpose of 

analysis during the process. The second procedure is mapped by the mapping function 

(line 1-5 of the Algorithm). In the procedure, the processed data is used to create an 

exact model (key and value), and then choosing the temperature, visibility and humidity 

are independent variable. The third procedure is to reduce the key and value (line 6- 12 

of Algorithm). In the procedure, the final step in Reduce the (key, value) Residual for 

the final model. Then previous procedures are repeated by using transformed variable in 

the final procedure (line 7-12 of Algorithm). If not, the final model is returned.  

 

The mapper emits an intermediate key-value pair for each weather file. The reducer 

sums up all counts for each temperature. 

                        Input:   D // Dataset 

                       Output: Temp, Visib, Hum // temperature, Visibility and Humidity 

Begin 

1: Class M  

2:  Method M (LongWritable, T1, T2, IntWritable) 

3:  for all T1, IntWritable do  

   Emit (string temp; line 10) 

Emit (string Visib; line 8) 

Emit (string Hum; line 13)   

4:     If stringUtils is Numeric then  

5:     Output (datepart, temp, visib, hum) 

End. 

Begin 

6: class R  

7:  Method Reduce (T1, IntWritable, T2, IntWritable) 

8:  Sum of all Temps, Visib, Hum key 

9:        NumItems 

10:    While (values.hasNext()  
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11:  Sum Temps, Visib, Hum += values.next().get() 

12: numItems += 1 

  Output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumTemp / numItems) 

Output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sum Visib / numItems) 

Output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sum Hum / numItems) 

End.  

Figure 3.2. Proposed algorithm 

 

3.5   MapReduce Algorithm Stages  

In this section, we provide a comprehensive assessment of the MapReduce 

algorithm and weather dataset. As shown in Figure 3.3, the user gets the weather 

unstructured dataset from the NOAA, these data will be extract and then loaded into the 

Hadoop distributed file system. Then the stored dataset will be transferred Map/Reduce 

Algorithm. The MapReduce have three stages map, shuffle and then reduce. Such 

mechanism can help reduce the amount of time to process Big Data unstructured 

weather datasets. The output of the weather dataset gain from MapReduce processing 

will be combined and use to generate reports. With that being said, in the next 

subsection, we provide in the detailed description of MapReduce Algorithm.    

 

3.5.1 MapReduce  

MapReduce enables an inexperienced programmer to develop parallel programs 

and create a program that can use computers in a cloud. In most cases, programmers are 

required to execute only two functions, namely, the map (mapper) and reduce functions 

(reducer), which are commonly utilized in functional programming. The mapper regards 

the key/value pair as input and generates intermediate key/value pairs, and the reducer 

merges all pairs associated with the same (intermediate) key and then generates an 

output. The map function is applied to each input (key1, value1), in which the input 

domain is different from the generated output pairs list (key2, value2). The elements of 

the list (key2, value2) are then grouped by a key. After grouping, the list (key2, value2) 

is divided into several lists [key2, list (value2)], and the reduce function is applied to 

each list [key2, list (value2)] for generating a final result list (key3, value3). (Input) 

<k1, v1> -> Map -> <k2, v2> -> Combine -> <k2, v2> -> Reduce -> <k3, v3> (Output). 
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Figure 3.3. Proposed MapReduce
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After the collection of dataset that we used for this study, the dataset is done in three 

stages; namely, map stage, shuffle stage, and reduce stage and both Map and Reduce 

functions operate on data conceptualized as key - value pairs. 

MapReduce Algorithm comprises several components as shown in Figure 3.4 In 

particular, the main component is job client, which submits the job to the clusters. Job 

tracker oversees the task tracker and provides execution plans, coordinates the jobs, and 

schedules them across the task tracker. Meanwhile, task tracker breaks down the jobs 

into Map and Reduce tasks. Each task record has slots for execution map, gradually 

reduces, and reports the progress. the input data are divided into input splits based on 

the input format. Input splits are equated to a map task, which runs in parallel. Input 

format determines how the files are parsed into the MapReduce pipeline. Map 

transforms the input splits into intermediate key/value pairs based on the user-defined 

code. Shuffle and sort: moves intermediate key/value pairs outputs to the reducers and 

sorts them by the key. The reducer merges all pairs associated with the same 

(intermediate) key and then generates an output based on the user-defined code. 
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Figure 3.4.  MapReduce architecture  

Source: Wang et al., (2016) 
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The output of the MapReduce in our case is “weather dataset” year and temperature, 

Visibility and Humidity the map function is just a data preparation phase, setting up the 

data in such a way that the reducer function can do its work on it: finding the 

temperature, Visibility and Humidity for each year, as it is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5. MapReduce data flow for the weather dataset 

Step 1: The input weather dataset is split into a number of pieces of a specified size 

(128 MB). The MapReduce algorithm is started on all nodes. 

Step 2: One node is set to be Master and delegating work to other Nodenodes. All 

pieces created in Step 1 are first mapped by the mapping function. The number of 

reduce tasks at the start should be low. 

Step 3: If a worker gets a map task, it runs the map task and stores the result in the 

memory of the machine. 

Step 4: Periodically these stored results are written to the disk and the Master node is 

notified of the action performed. 

Step 5: When the Master node gets notified about the location of the mapped pairs, it 

will start a reduce test on one of the free workers. 

Step 6: When reduce task is called, first of all, it fetches the stored results from the 

remote machine on which the map task has run. However, these results are sorted by 

key. Therefore, the results are reduced. 
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Step 7: When there are no more data to process, the Master node returns the final 

results to the user program. All this time the Master node had an overview of what all 

nodes are doing. The Master node will also re-assign already assigned tasks to idle 

nodes, because this might improve overall performance.                                 

3.6   Experimental Setup 

Hadoop is a framework written in Java for running applications on large clusters 

of commodity hardware and incorporates features similar to those of the Google File 

System (GFS) and of the MapReduce computing paradigm. Hadoop’s HDFS is a highly 

fault-tolerant distributed file system and, like Hadoop in general, designed to be 

deployed on low-cost hardware. It provides high throughput access to application data 

and is suitable for applications that have Big Data sets. 

The experiments were carried out in a physical cluster environment, the 

researcher used three computers. Hadoop cluster on Linux Ubuntu 14.04 where one 

computer ran a NameNode and ResourceManager and the remaining ran Datanode and 

DataManager. Each of the computer has the following configuration: Core i7 processor, 

4 GB main memory, and 1 TB disk space as shows in Figure 3.6. The researcher used a 

Hadoop-2.7.1 version and the summary of Hadoop cluster in Figure 3.7. The max 

replication factor “dfs.replication.max” is used to set the replication limit of blocks. 

More details about installation Hadoop is illustrated in Appendix A. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_File_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_File_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MapReduce
http://hadoop.apache.org/hdfs/docs/current/hdfs_design.html
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Figure 3.6. Hadoop cluster 

The master node (NameNode) web user interface shows cluster summary in Figure 3.7 

including information about total/remaining capacity, live and dead nodes. Additionally, 

it allows to browse the HDFS namespace and view the contents of its files in the web 

browser. Figure 3.8. shows the information about the slaves’ node (DataNodes). The 

default port number to access Hadoop is 50070. Use the following URL at 

http://master:50070/. 

http://master:50070/
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Figure 3.7. Hadoop Overview 
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Figure 3.8. Hadoop DataNodes Information 

 

Figure 3.10. Node1 and Figure 3.9. Node2 show Node Manager information and that 

runs as separate process from WebLogic Server and allows to perform common 

operations tasks for a Managed Server, regardless of its location with respect to its 

Administration Server. 
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Figure 3.10. Node1- Node Manager Information  

 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Node2- Node Manager Information 
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Figure 3.11. Secondary NameNode Overview 

 

The Figure 3.11 show the Secondary NameNode is backup daemon for the NameNode. 

Furthermore, to evaluate the MapReduce task scheduling algorithms efficiently; the 

study used benchmarks representative set of CPU and IO intensive applications 

included in the Hadoop distribution, such as weather dataset for performance analysis in 

general. 
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3.7   Conclusions 

          This chapter shows the approach proposed in this study to tackle the problems 

raised in chapter one. The implementation of the proposed MapReduce algorithm has 

clearly revealed to the weather forecasting with Big Data. Further, the MapReduce 

algorithm establish the reliability of prepare data for prediction purposes, the proposed 

approach represents a robust alternative method that can be used for the weather 

prediction. The succeeding chapter presents the weather dataset showing MapReduce 

algorithm performance of the actual test run. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1 Introduction 

The results are presented in this chapter. The resulting outputs are also analyzed 

and comparisons are made with the results of using other methods for the same task. 

This was done in order to compare the proposed approach and its effectiveness in the 

extracting of weather dataset. 

4.2 Hadoop Cluster –Data Load Performance 

The cluster consists of a single NameNode (Master) server machine that 

manages the file system and regulates access to the filesystem by the clients. There are 

two DataNodes and the data is splitted into blocks and stored on these DataNodes. The 

NameNode maintains the map of the weather dataset distribution. DataNodes are 

responsible for data read and write operations during execution of weather data analysis, 

can also define which weather data chunks to save on which racks. This is to prevent 

loss of all the data if an entire rack fails and also for better network performance by 

avoiding having to move big chunks of bulky data across the racks. This can be 

achieved by spreading replicated data blocks on the machines on different racks. 
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4.3 Results Based on the Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm extracts information from weather dataset, according to 

the key value of mappers and passed to reducers. The reducers do the actual processing 

on this reduced data provided by mappers and accomplish the final task yielding desired 

output. Partitioner controls the partitioning of the keys of the intermediate mapper 

outputs, in which the key or a subset of the key is used to derive the partition, the 

MapReduce algorithm has proved to be very efficient on Big Data weather dataset 

which is and increasingly fast.   

The Hadoop job usually splits the input weather dataset into independent chunks 

which are processed by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner. The Hadoop 

sorts the outputs of the maps, which are then input to the reduce tasks. Typically, both 

the input and the output of the job are stored in a file-system. The master node takes 

care of scheduling tasks, monitoring them and re-execute the failed tasks. Typically, the 

compute nodes and the storage nodes are the same, that is, the MapReduce and the 

Hadoop Distributed File System are running on the same set of nodes. This 

configuration allows the MapReduce to effectively schedule tasks on the nodes where 

data is already present, resulting in very high aggregate bandwidth across the cluster. 

4.4 Execution and Results  

The analysis base on MapReduce algorithm, it distributed the weather dataset in 

the cluster of computers (nodes). In a “map” operation the master node takes the input, 

partitions it into smaller sub-problems, and distributes them to data nodes. The data 

node processes the smaller data and passes the answer back to a reducer node to 

perform the reduction operation. In a “reduce” step, the reducer node then collects the 

answers to all the sub-problems and combines them in some way to form the output, the 

answer to the data it was originally trying to solve. The map and reduce functions of 

Map-Reduce are both defined with respect to data unfstructured in <key, value> pairs.  

MapReduce process that is executed for the averaging operation on the weather 

dataset: The weather dataset files were processed into Hadoop sequence files on the 

HDFS master Node. The files were read from the local weather directory, sequenced, 

and written back out to a local disk. The resulting sequence files were then ingested into 

the Hadoop file system with the default replica factor of three and, initially, the default 

block size of 64 MB. The job containing the actual MapReduce operation was 
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submitted to the master Node to be run. Along with the JobTracker, the Master Node 

schedules and runs the job on the cluster. Hadoop distributes all the mappers across all 

data nodes that contain the data to be analyzed. On each data node, the input format 

reader opens up each sequence file for reading and passes all the <key,value> pairs to 

the mapping function. 

Map Phase: The input for Map phase is set of weather dataset files as shown in 

snap shot Figure 4.1. The types of input key value pairs are LongWritable and Text and 

the types of output key value pairs are Text and IntWritable. Each Map task extracts the 

temperature, Visibility and Humidity from the given year file. The output of the map 

phase is set of key value pairs. Set of keys are the years. Values are the temperature, 

Visibility and Humidity of each year. 

Figure 4.1. Push the dataset into climatedata folder 

 

Figure 4.2. Run the weather dataset 
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Figure 4.3. The process of MapReduce 

Reduce Phase: Reduce phase takes all the values associated with a particular key. That 

is all the temperature values belong to a particular year is fed to a same reducer. Then 

each reducer finds the average recorded temperature for each year. The types of output 

key value pairs in Map phase is same for the types of input key value pairs in reduce 

phase (Text and IntWritable). The types of output key value pairs in reduce phase is to 

Text and IntWritable. 
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Figure 4.4. The process of Reduce 
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Figure 4.5 (a).  The Output of MapReduce process 
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Figure 4.5 (b). The Output of MapReduce process 

 

It can easily be seen from Figures Figure 4.5 (a) that query execution time significantly 

goes down with increased number of nodes. This is due to the fact that more number of 

cores is available to execute the MapReduce tasks in parallel. Since Hadoop brings 

computation to nodes, there isn't any overhead involved in transferring the data to be 

analysed. 

4.4.1    Experiment Results 

The researcher study weather dataset from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) over a period of 10 years. The data are collected 

for the years from 1997 to 2007. In some cases, data were missing from some weather 

stations. In the following paragraphs, we present our analysis of the collected data. Due 

to size limitations, we only show the Figures with significant interest.  
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Figure 4.6 (a). Average Temperatures in 1997 

Figure 4.6 (b). Average Temperatures in 1998 

 

Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show yearly evolution for weather dataset. We just selected the 

temperature factor to reduce the clutter in the picture and improve visibility. 

Fluctuations of the average temperatures vary from (41- 45 °C) or (50 - 62°C) down to 

35 or 32 °C (July and August shows the highest average temperature). Low degrees are 

largely on December. 
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Figure 4.7. Average Temperatures in 2000   

Figure 4.7 shows the Average Temperatures trend from January to December. It is 

observing that the Average Temperatures from January to July increase gradually. 

Meanwhile dropped slightly from August to December. 

Figure 4.8. Average Temperatures in 2001 

Figure 4.8 shows the Average Temperatures trend from January to December. It is 

observing that the Average Temperatures from January to June increase gradually. 

Meanwhile, almost similar between July to August. In addition, dropped slightly from 

September to December. 
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Figure 4.9. Average Temperatures in 2002 

Figure 4.9 shows the Average Temperatures trend from January to December. It is 

observing that the Average Temperatures from January and February are similar. 

Meanwhile increase gradually from March to July. In addition, the lower   in December. 

Figure 4.10. Average Temperatures for four years 

 

Weather forecasting statistics Figure 4:10 indicates the annual pattern of weather 

forecasting function of months of the year for the last 10 years. Note that most of the 

high average temperature weather forecasting occur during the convective season (May, 

Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep and Oct). 
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The Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 shows the relative humidity ranges from 

comfortable to very humid over the year. rarely dropping to very dry and reaching very 

humid for some months. 

Figure 4.11. Average Humidity in 2000 

Figure 4.12. Average Humidity in 2001 
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Figure 4.13. Average Humidity in 2002 

Visibility is a measure of the distance at which an object or light can be clearly 

discerned. Visibility affects all forms of traffic: roads, sailing and aviation. 

Meteorological visibility refers to the transparency of air and in dark. Figure 4.14, 

Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show the average visibility. 

Figure 4.14. Average Visibility in 2000 
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 Figure 4.15. Average Visibility in 2001 

Figure 4.16. Average Visibility in 2002 
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4.5 Comparison of the Proposed Approach  

In this study, the proposed MapReduce algorithm is used for weather data 

process. The temperature, visibility and humidity it extracted based on the MapReduce 

algorithm. Through the implementation of the algorithm, it is illustrated, how 

MapReduce algorithm efficiently integrated with big weather dataset. This algorithm 

proves simplified gradient algorithm. Moreover, the implement of the MapReduce 

algorithm in the cluster have high performance. And there not a substantial number of 

errors in data processing. Hence the proposed approach extracted the temperature, 

visibility and humidity it is capable of yielding good results and can be considered as an 

alternative to traditional meteorological approaches. This approach is able to determine 

the weather prediction more accuracy in future. Additionally, data mining algorithms 

are suggested an important method which could be used for weather forecasting with 

Big Data. But these techniques have been designed to handle data which are 

comparatively smaller sizes as opposed to the size of Big Data.   

Likewise, AWK (Aho, Weinberger, and Kernighan) model is designed for text 

processing and typically used as a data extraction.  It is an excellent tool for processing 

the weather data and it is easier to use than most conventional programming languages. 

But AWK provides low-level implementation in terms of time process, parallel process 

and combine results compared to MapReduce as follow.  

First, dividing the work into equal-size pieces isn’t always easy. The weather 

data from (NOAA), it from different years varies widely and different size of the data 

files. In this case, if use AWK, some of processes will finish much earlier than others. 

Thus, the time process for any task runs, it's dominated by the longest data file. As a 

result, the proposed approach divides the weather data into fixed-size chunks and 

assigns each chunk to a process. So it reduces the processing time.  

Second, combining results from independent processes need more processing in 

AWK. Because the result for each year is independent of other years. Therefore, the 

results are compiled and sorting by year.  

In MapReduce approach used the fixed-size data chunk and that make the 

combination is more accurate. The final step is looking for the average temperature, 

visibility and humidity for each year. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_extraction
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Third, in AWK the capacity of a single machine is limited. And the weather 

dataset is big beyond the capacity of a single machine. Thus, the time processing in the 

single machine it long. Compared with parallel processing, which takes a short time to 

processing in MapReduce.  

Figure 4:17. Comparison of execution time with different size dataset 

 

For this research we have taken weather data form NOAA. These data 

unsaturated contain (temperature, wind speed, humidity, etc.). We have installed 

Hadoop/Map Reduce programming paradigm. The Analyzed result shows that the 

MapReduce has a good scalability and stability for extract value from weather Big Data. 

We have also taken result of AWK programming uses the same data for comparison 

with the MapReduce as shows in Figure 4:17. The execution time of the MapReduce in 

10 GB (37%), 5 GB (25%), 1 GB (11%) is less compare to AWK model. 
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Table 4.1         Comparison of MapReduce to other methods 

Techniques Metrics 

 Capable to parallel 

processing 

Small dataset The Implementation 

allows missing value 

Tolerance with 

data 

MapReduce  ✔ x ✔ ✔ 

AWK x ✔ ✔ x 

     

  Note:          ✔ supported 

                X not supported 
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4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter shows the results of the MapReduce algorithm. The results are 

illustrated in graphical formats. Based on the metrics under consideration, the 

MapReduce algorithm shows some high degree of reliability for Big Data weather 

dataset. This was further confirmed when the technique of Big Data for weather 

forecasting result. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter concludes this thesis. The approach that is proposed for the Big 

Data weather dataset is summarized. The discussion here gives answer to the problem 

statements earlier listed in Chapter 1. Also, discussed in this chapter are the rationales 

for weather forecasting with Big Data and how the proposed approach has contributed 

to knowledge is further discussed in this chapter. Some recommendations are also 

suggested regarding how the present study can be extended in the near future. 

5.2 Summary 

In traditional algorithms, the processing of millions of records is the time-

consuming process. In the era of Big Data, the meteorological department uses different 

sensors to get the temperature, humidity etc. values. MapReduce is programming model 

for executing highly parallelizable and distributable algorithms across big datasets using 

a large number of commodity computers. Weather forecasting plays a vital role in 

human daily routine, business and their decisions. The technology for weather 

forecasting is evolving rapidly due to the critical needs in obtaining the accurate 

prediction results. From the literature exploration, the researchers have found that 

weather data is important to be analysed in form of structure data. Most of data in 

weather is represented in unstructured data with different attributes such as temperature, 

humidity and visibility.  
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This study presents, MapReduce algorithm for weather dataset. The research is 

focus on analyzing the weather dataset using MapReduce Algorithm. The historical 

dataset in 10 years’ period (1997 to 2007) has been used and this dataset is obtained 

from NOAA. Therefore, we extract features from a weather dataset and use the 

temperature, visibility and humidity factors. The experiment result shows that the 

proposed MapReduce algorithm is to investigate the capability of the proposed model in 

parallel processing. The comparison results shown that MapReduce Algorithm has 

produced 37%, 25% and 11% less compared to AWK in term of processing time for 

10GB, 5GB and 1GB data, respectively. This result has revealed the significant impact 

to the used of MapReduce Algorithm in weather prediction. The scalability bottleneck is 

removed by using Hadoop/MapReduce. Moreover, the Hadoop/MapReduce distributed 

network gives faster processing of the data. With the widespread employment of these 

technologies throughout the commercial industry and the interests of the open-source 

communities, the capabilities of MapReduce and Hadoop will continue to grow and 

mature. The use of these types of technologies for Big Data analyses has the potential to 

greatly enhance the weather forecast too.   

5.3 Limitations of This Study 

Although, the intent of the MapReduce algorithm to weather forecasting with 

Big Data, the approach for temperature, visibility and humidity factors is capable of 

yielding good results and can be considered as an alternative to traditional 

meteorological approaches. The limitation of this study proposed only uses the 

unstructured data instead of using both (structured data and sim-structured data) for 

efficiency temperature, visibility and humidity prediction accuracy.  

5.4 Contributions to Knowledge 

This research has contributed to knowledge in MapReduce algorithm for 

weather dataset. The specific contributions of this research are: 

This research proposed MapReduce algorithm for weather dataset, which is 

found to be effective in weather with Big Data. The algorithm proposed is tested and 

comparison is made with some algorithm that well reported for modelling of data for 

predictive purposes. Findings show that, the proposed MapReduce algorithm is efficient 

and can be used for big weather dataset. 
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The approaches proposed in this research, has shown how weather dataset using 

the techniques of Big Data analysis. The techniques proposed have been able to extract 

Big Data weather historical dataset. The weather forecasting can be of benefit in any 

aspect of our life such as decision making. However, the proposed MapReduce 

algorithm in this study was proposed to deal with big weather dataset irrespective of the 

size of dataset involved.   

5.5 Recommendations for Future Research 

The proposed approach has shown how the weather forecasting with Big Data 

can be more accurate. Further research will be conducted to create a more weather 

forecasting prediction model for both structured, sim-structured and unstructured 

compared to the one that was used in this study. Such an approach would result in 

increasing the size of the input data, and as analysis and prediction need to be 

performed in each cell, the frequency of data processing and operation would increase. 

To address this issue, a Big Data analysis solution that can support distributed parallel 

processing, such as RHive, can be used. 
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APPENDIX A 

Install Multi Nodes Hadoop Cluster on Ubuntu 

This explains the setup of the Hadoop Multi-Node cluster on a distributed environment. 

We are explaining the Hadoop cluster environment using three computers one 

NameNode (master) and two DataNodes (slaves). given below are their IP addresses. 

Network  

Master ip address  

 

Slave1 ip address  
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Slave2 ip address  

 

 

 INSTALLATION PREREQUISITES 

Installing Java on Master and Slaves 

$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java 

$ sudo apt-get update 

$ sudo apt-get install oracle-java7-installer 

# Updata Java runtime 

$ sudo update-java-alternatives -s java-7-oracle 

 

 SETTING UP A HADOOP USER 

Hadoop talks to other nodes in the cluster using no-password ssh. By having Hadoop 

run under a specific user context, it will be easy to distribute the ssh keys around in the 

Hadoop cluster.  Create a user hduser on master as well as slave nodes. 

# Create hadoopgroup 

$ sudo addgroup hadoopgroup 

# Create hduser user 

$ sudo adduser —ingroup hadoopgroup hduser 
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 SSH 

The next step will be to generate a ssh key for password-less login between master and 

slave nodes.  The researcher Run the following commands only on master node.  Run 

the last two commands for each slave node.  Password less ssh should be working 

before proceed with further steps. 

# Login as hdpuser 

$ su – hduser 

 

#Generate a ssh key for the user 

$ ssh-keygen -t rsa -P "" 

 

#Authorize the key to enable password less ssh  

$ cat /home/hduser/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> /home/hduser/.ssh/authorized_keys 

$ chmod 600 authorized_keys 

 

#Copy this key to slave1 and slave2 to enable password less ssh  

$ ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub slave1 

$ ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub slave2 

#Test the password less ssh using following command. 

$ ssh slave1 

$ ssh slave2 

 

 Download and Install Hadoop binaries on Master and Slave nodes 

Researcher pick the best mirror site to download the binaries from Apache Hadoop, and 

download the stable/hadoop-2.7.1.tar.gz for installation.  Researcher did this step on 

master and every slaves node. It can download the file once and the distribute it in each 

slaves’ node using scp command. 

$ cd /home/hduser 

$sudo wget http://mirrors.sonic.net/apache/hadoop/common/hadoop-2.7.1/hadoop-

2.7.1.tar.gz 

$ tar xvf hadoop-2.7.1.tar.gz 

$ mv hadoop-2.7.1 hadoop 

 

 

 

http://mirrors.sonic.net/apache/hadoop/common/hadoop-2.7.1/hadoop-2.7.1.tar.gz
http://mirrors.sonic.net/apache/hadoop/common/hadoop-2.7.1/hadoop-2.7.1.tar.gz
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 Researcher Setup Hadoop Environment on Master and Slaves Node 

Researcher copy and paste following lines into the. bashrc file under /home/hduser. Researcher 

did this step on master and every slaves node. 

Researcher updated hadoop-env.sh on Master and Slave Nodes 

Update JAVA_HOME in /home/hduser/hadoop/etc/hadoop/hadoop_env.sh to 

following. Researcher did this step on master and every slaves node. 

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-7-oracle 
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 Researcher update core-site.xml on Master and Slave nodes with following 

options.  Master and slave nodes should all be using the same value for this 

property fs.defaultFS,  and should be pointing to master node only. 

 On master 
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 On slaves 
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 Researcher update mapred-site.xml on Master node only with following 

options. 
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 Add/update hdfs-site.xml on Master and Slave Nodes. We will be adding 

following three entries to the file. 

researcher using a replication factor of 2. That means for every file stored in HDFS, there will 

be one redundant replication of that file on some other node in the cluster. 

On master  
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Slaves 
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 Researcher add yarn-site.xml on Master and Slave Nodes.  This file is required for 

a Node to work as a Yarn Node.  Master and slave nodes should all be using the 

same value for the following properties, and should be pointing to master node 

only. 

On master  
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On slaves  

  

 Format the Namenode 

Before starting the cluster, researcher format the Namenode. Use the following 

command only on master node: 

$ hdfs namenode -format 

 

 Start the Distributed Format System  

Researcher run the following on master node command to start the DFS. 

$ start-all.sh 

 

Researcher observes the output to ascertain that it tries to start datanodes on slave nodes 

one by one. To validate the success, run following command on master nodes, and slave 

node. 

$ su – hduser 

$ jps 
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Master 

 

 

 

 

 

Slave1  

 

 

 

 

 

Slave2  
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 Accessing Hadoop on Browser 

The default port number to access Hadoop is 50070. Use the following URL 

http://master:50070/cluster/nodes to get Hadoop services on your browser. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://master:50070/cluster/nodes
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http://master:8088/cluster/nodes 

 

 

 

http://master:8088/cluster/nodes
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APPENDIX B 

CODE  

import java.io.IOException; 

import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path; 

import org.apache.hadoop.io.IntWritable; 

import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.FileInputFormat; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.FileOutputFormat; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobClient; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobConf; 

import org.apache.commons.lang.StringUtils; 

import org.apache.hadoop.io.LongWritable; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.MapReduceBase; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Mapper; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.OutputCollector; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reporter; 

import java.util.Iterator; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.MapReduceBase; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.OutputCollector; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reducer; 

import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reporter; 

 

 

public class AvgWeather { 

public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException { 

 JobConf conf = new JobConf(AvgWeather.class); 

 conf.setJobName("Avg"); 

 

 conf.setOutputKeyClass(Text.class); 

 conf.setMapOutputValueClass(IntWritable.class); 

 

 conf.setMapperClass(AvgWeatherMapper.class); 

 conf.setReducerClass(AvgWeatherReducer.class); 

 

 FileInputFormat.addInputPath(conf, new Path(args[0])); 

 FileOutputFormat.setOutputPath(conf, new Path(args[1])); 

 

 JobClient.runJob(conf); 

   } 

} 

public class AvgWeatherMapper extends MapReduceBase 

  implements Mapper<LongWritable, Text, Text, IntWritable> { 

public void map(LongWritable key, Text value,  

 OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> output, Reporter reporter) 

 throws IOException { 

 String[] line = value.toString().split(","); //split line by 

comma into array 

 String datepart = line[1]; //extract year  

 String temp = line[10]; //extract temperature 

 //String temp2 = line[13]; // Relative Humidity 

//String temp2 = line[8]; //extract Visibility 

 

 if (StringUtils.isNumeric(temp2)) { 

output.collect(new Text(datepart), new 

IntWritable(Integer.parseInt(temp))); 

 } 

  

 /*if (StringUtils.isNumeric(Humid)) { 
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//output.collect(new Text(datepart), new 

IntWritable(Integer.parseInt(Humid))); 

     }*/ 

 

/*if (StringUtils.isNumeric(Visib)) { 

//output.collect(new Text(datepart), new 

IntWritable(Integer.parseInt(Visib))); 

     }*/ 

} 

 

   } 

 

public class AvgWeatherReducer extends MapReduceBase 

 implements Reducer<Text, IntWritable, Text, IntWritable> { 

public void reduce(Text key, Iterator<IntWritable>values, 

OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> output, Reporter reporter) 

 throws IOException { 

 int sumTemps = 0; //sum of all temps per key 

//int sumHumid = 0; //sum of all Humids per key 

//int sumVisib = 0; //sum of all Visibs per key 

 int numItems = 0; // 

 while (values.hasNext()) { 

 sumTemps += values.next().get(); 

 numItems += 1;  

 output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumTemps / numItems)); 

 output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumTemps)); 

 

//output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumHumid / numItems)); 

 //output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumHumid)); 

 

//output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumVisib / numItems)); 

 //output.collect(key, new IntWritable(sumVisib)); 

} 

 

      }
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APPENDIX C 

The Unstructured  Dataset 

Wban Number, YearMonthDay, Time, Station Type, Maintenance Indicator, Sky 

Conditions, Visibility, Weather Type, Dry Bulb Temp, Dew Point Temp, Wet Bulb Temp, % 

Relative Humidity, Wind Speed (kt), Wind Direction, Wind Char. Gusts (kt), Val for Wind Char., 

Station Pressure, Pressure Tendency, Sea Level Pressure, Record Type, Precip. Total 

03013,19960701,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64,60.1,35, 87 , 

7   ,180,-,0  ,26.30,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64.9,60.1,35, 84 

, 10  ,190,-,0  ,26.30,6,153,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,60.1,34.9, 

93 , 8   ,200,-,0  ,26.29,-,150,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,60.1,59,34.7, 96 

, 3   ,310,-,0  ,26.29,-,151,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,59,57.9,34.6, 96 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.30,5,154,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64,61,35, 90 , 0   

,000,-,0  ,26.30,-,155,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66.9,62.1,35.2, 

84 , 6   ,310,-,0  ,26.31,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,72,63,35.4, 73 , 

5   ,310,-,0  ,26.31,3,160,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75.9,63,35.5, 64 

, 6   ,270,-,0  ,26.31,-,156,AA,- 

03013,19960701,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,80.1,64,35.7, 58 

, 7   ,270,-,0  ,26.30,-,150,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,82,64.9,35.9, 56 

, 3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.30,6,150,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84.9,63,35.8, 48 

, 5   ,300,-,0  ,26.29,-,140,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,88,62.1,35.9, 42 

, 3   ,310,-,0  ,26.26,-,132,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,90,55,35.5, 31 , 

3   ,200,-,0  ,26.24,8,123,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91,53.1,35.5, 28 

, 3   ,200,-,0  ,26.22,-,118,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,55.9,35.7, 29 

, 3   ,360,-,0  ,26.21,-,114,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91.9,53.1,35.5, 

27 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.21,6,110,AA,- 
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03013,19960701,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,90,60.1,35.8, 37 

, 3   ,180,-,0  ,26.20,-,106,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1853,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,82.9,60.1,35.6, 

46 , 8   ,170,-,0  ,26.21,-,111,AA,- 

03013,19960701,1953,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73,63,35.5, 71 , 

5   ,180,-,0  ,26.21,3,118,AA,- 

03013,19960701,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,70,64.9,35.5, 84 

, 6   ,210,-,0  ,26.22,-,123,AA,- 

03013,19960701,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,62.1,35.2, 81 

, 6   ,220,-,0  ,26.23,-,123,AA,- 

03013,19960701,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66.9,62.1,35.2, 

84 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.24,1,125,AA,- 

03013,19960701,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66,61,35.1, 84 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.24,-,124,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64.9,60.1,35, 84 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.24,-,123,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,59,34.9, 87 , 

4   ,210,-,0  ,26.24,0,123,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,61,57.9,34.7, 90 

, 3   ,270,-,0  ,26.23,-,122,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,59,55.9,34.5, 90 

, 4   ,260,-,0  ,26.24,-,123,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,59,55.9,34.5, 90 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.25,3,128,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,57.9,34.8, 84 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.27,-,133,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,61,35.2, 78 , 

3   ,280,-,0  ,26.28,-,137,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,59,35.3, 58 , 

4   ,270,-,0  ,26.28,1,142,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,79,59,35.4, 50 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.28,-,141,AA,- 

03013,19960702,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84.9,60.1,35.7, 

43 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.28,-,137,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,89.1,57,35.6, 34 

, 7   ,120,-,0  ,26.27,8,132,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91.9,54,35.5, 28 

, 7   ,130,-,0  ,26.25,-,126,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,51.1,35.5, 

23 , 5   ,110,-,0  ,26.24,-,118,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,55,35.7, 26 , 

3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.22,7,115,AA,- 
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03013,19960702,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,96.1,52,35.6, 23 

, 4   ,090,-,0  ,26.21,-,110,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,50,35.5, 22 , 

6   ,130,-,0  ,26.20,-,108,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,52,35.5, 24 

, 9   ,120,-,0  ,26.19,7,103,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,90,55.9,35.6, 32 

, 8   ,130,-,0  ,26.20,-,106,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1853,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84,57,35.5, 40 , 

9   ,140,-,0  ,26.21,-,111,AA,- 

03013,19960702,1953,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,54,35.2, 39 , 

10  ,150,-,0  ,26.23,3,116,AA,- 

03013,19960702,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,54,35.1, 43 

, 11  ,170,-,0  ,26.25,-,123,AA,- 

03013,19960702,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,53.1,35.1, 

42 , 13  ,170,-,0  ,26.25,-,121,AA,- 

03013,19960702,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,55.9,35.1, 52 

, 10  ,180,-,0  ,26.26,1,125,AA,- 

03013,19960702,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,57.9,35, 70 , 

5   ,250,-,0  ,26.26,-,126,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,69.1,57.9,35, 68 

, 3   ,260,-,0  ,26.26,-,125,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,64,59,34.9, 84 , 

3   ,340,-,0  ,26.26,0,127,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,57.9,34.8, 84 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.26,-,125,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,61,57.9,34.7, 90 

, 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.26,-,127,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,60.1,57.9,34.7, 

93 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.26,3,132,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,62.1,35.2, 81 

, 3   ,110,-,0  ,26.26,-,129,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,60.1,35.3, 

62 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.27,-,132,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,79,63,35.6, 58 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.27,3,130,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84,66,36, 55 , 3   

,VRB,-,0  ,26.26,-,124,AA,- 

03013,19960703,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,89.1,64,36, 43 , 

5   ,050,-,0  ,26.25,-,117,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91.9,54,35.5, 28 

, 6   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.24,6,114,AA,- 
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03013,19960703,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,57,35.7, 30 , 

6   ,200,-,0  ,26.22,-,112,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,57,35.7, 30 , 

6   ,230,-,0  ,26.21,-,105,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,55,35.7, 27 

, 11  ,210,-,0  ,26.18,8,098,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,55.9,35.7, 27 

, 12  ,180,-,0  ,26.16,-,089,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,55,35.7, 26 , 

11  ,180,-,0  ,26.14,-,083,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,57,35.8, 28 , 

12  ,180,-,0  ,26.13,6,079,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91.9,57,35.7, 31 

, 8   ,160,-,0  ,26.12,-,075,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1853,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,88,57,35.6, 35 , 

8   ,150,-,0  ,26.13,-,076,AA,- 

03013,19960703,1953,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,57.9,35.4, 46 

, 9   ,150,-,0  ,26.14,3,080,AA,- 

03013,19960703,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,80.1,57.9,35.4, 

47 , 12  ,150,-,0  ,26.14,-,080,AA,- 

03013,19960703,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,57,35.3, 48 

, 12  ,170,-,0  ,26.14,-,079,AA,- 

03013,19960703,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,57,35.2, 54 , 

5   ,210,-,0  ,26.15,1,080,AA,- 

03013,19960703,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,70,57.9,35, 66 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.14,-,079,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,59,35, 73 , 0   

,000,-,0  ,26.13,-,077,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,70,57,35, 64 , 3   

,320,-,0  ,26.12,6,073,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,69.1,55.9,34.9, 

63 , 3   ,180,-,0  ,26.12,-,073,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,57.9,34.8, 

86 , 3   ,260,-,0  ,26.12,-,076,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,57,34.7, 84 

, 5   ,200,-,0  ,26.12,8,077,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66.9,59,35, 76 , 

3   ,260,-,0  ,26.13,-,076,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73,63,35.5, 71 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.13,-,077,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,64,35.8, 57 , 

5   ,310,-,0  ,26.13,0,075,AA,- 
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03013,19960704,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,86,63,35.8, 46 , 

7   ,300,-,0  ,26.12,-,072,AA,- 

03013,19960704,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,89.1,62.1,35.9, 

41 , 7   ,300,-,0  ,26.12,-,069,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91.9,60.1,35.9, 

34 , 3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.12,8,067,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,62.1,36, 34 , 

4   ,070,-,0  ,26.11,-,065,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,99,54,35.7, 22 , 

6   ,120,-,0  ,26.10,-,060,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,99,53.1,35.7, 21 

, 6   ,090,-,0  ,26.08,8,053,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,100.9,51.1,35.7, 

19 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.06,-,046,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,99,51.1,35.6, 20 

, 10  ,140,-,0  ,26.05,-,045,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,98.1,51.1,35.6, 

20 , 8   ,130,-,0  ,26.04,6,044,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,57.9,35.8, 

30 , 6   ,130,-,0  ,26.05,-,045,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1853,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,87.1,54,35.4, 32 

, 9   ,140,-,0  ,26.05,-,047,AA,- 

03013,19960704,1953,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,86,51.1,35.2, 30 

, 13  ,170,-,0  ,26.05,1,044,AA,- 

03013,19960704,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84,53.1,35.3, 35 

, 12  ,180,-,0  ,26.07,-,047,AA,- 

03013,19960704,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,82.9,52,35.2, 34 

, 14  ,180,-,0  ,26.08,-,050,AA,- 

03013,19960704,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,52,35.1, 37 , 

9   ,200,-,0  ,26.09,1,054,AA,- 

03013,19960704,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,55,35.2, 45 

, 6   ,070,-,0  ,26.12,-,065,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,79,61,35.5, 54 , 

13  ,050,-,0  ,26.12,-,065,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,62.1,35.5, 

58 , 10  ,090,-,0  ,26.11,0,060,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,63,35.5, 66 , 

9   ,090,-,0  ,26.10,-,055,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,64.9,35.6, 71 

, 10  ,130,-,0  ,26.11,-,060,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,64.9,35.6, 

74 , 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.12,5,064,AA,- 
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03013,19960705,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,64.9,35.6, 

74 , 7   ,170,-,0  ,26.13,-,074,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75.9,68,35.9, 77 

, 9   ,050,-,0  ,26.16,-,085,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,68,35.9, 71 

, 11  ,070,-,0  ,26.15,0,083,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,68,36, 65 , 9   

,100,-,0  ,26.15,-,080,AA,- 

03013,19960705,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84,66.9,36, 57 , 

5   ,130,-,0  ,26.15,-,080,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,87.1,66.9,36.1, 

51 , 8   ,080,-,0  ,26.14,6,077,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,90,,34.6, 13 , 6   

,060,-,0  ,26.12,-,071,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,66.9,36.2, 42 

, 10  ,060,-,0  ,26.11,-,061,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,96.1,64.9,36.2, 

36 , 3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.09,8,053,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,99,60.1,36, 28 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.07,-,046,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,71.1,36.5, 

48 , 7   ,360,-,0  ,26.06,-,045,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84.9,59,35.6, 42 

, 20  ,360,G,25 ,26.10,5,062,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,84,57,35.5, 40 , 

13  ,010,-,0  ,26.12,-,074,AA,- 

03013,19960705,1853,AO21,-,FEW065 SCT110                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,81,61,35.6, 51 , 12  ,020,-,0  ,26.13,-,079,AA,  T  

03013,19960705,1953,AO21,-,FEW110                                       ,10SM   ,-,78.1,61,35.5, 

56 , 14  ,200,-,0  ,26.19,3,102,AA,  T  

03013,19960705,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,62.1,35.4, 

67 , 14  ,130,-,0  ,26.16,-,090,AA,- 

03013,19960705,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,64,35.5, 71 

, 4   ,070,-,0  ,26.14,-,081,AA,- 

03013,19960705,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,71.1,64,35.5, 79 

, 7   ,270,-,0  ,26.16,5,090,AA,- 

03013,19960705,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,72,64,35.5, 76 , 

11  ,240,-,0  ,26.21,-,105,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,72,61,35.3, 69 , 

7   ,320,-,0  ,26.19,-,097,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,70,57.9,35, 66 , 

6   ,350,-,0  ,26.18,0,092,AA,- 
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03013,19960706,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,68,57.9,35, 70 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.17,-,087,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,59,34.9, 87 , 

7   ,200,-,0  ,26.17,-,092,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,59,34.9, 87 , 

6   ,220,-,0  ,26.19,3,105,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,71.1,59,35.2, 66 

, 8   ,260,-,0  ,26.21,-,109,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0653,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75,60.1,35.3, 60 

, 7   ,290,-,0  ,26.22,-,116,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,77,60.1,35.4, 56 

, 7   ,290,-,0  ,26.23,1,117,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0853,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,60.1,35.5, 49 

, 7   ,290,-,0  ,26.22,-,113,AA,- 

03013,19960706,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,86,57.9,35.6, 39 

, 6   ,270,-,0  ,26.21,-,109,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,88,59,35.7, 38 , 

3   ,210,-,0  ,26.21,6,106,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91,61,35.9, 37 , 

4   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.21,-,103,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,60.1,35.9, 

32 , 3   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.20,-,099,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,96.1,60.1,36, 30 

, 5   ,VRB,-,0  ,26.19,8,095,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,97,55,35.7, 25 , 

9   ,040,-,0  ,26.17,-,088,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,97,53.1,35.7, 23 

, 11  ,050,-,0  ,26.16,-,086,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,96.1,57,35.8, 27 

, 9   ,100,-,0  ,26.16,5,086,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1753,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,57.9,35.8, 31 

, 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.17,-,089,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1853,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,86,60.1,35.7, 42 

, 7   ,140,-,0  ,26.18,-,094,AA,- 

03013,19960706,1953,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,81,59,35.5, 47 , 

7   ,150,-,0  ,26.20,3,103,AA,- 

03013,19960706,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75.9,60.1,35.4, 

58 , 0   ,000,-,0  ,26.21,-,106,AA,- 

03013,19960706,2153,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73,64,35.5, 74 , 

5   ,010,-,0  ,26.21,-,108,AA,- 

03013,19960706,2253,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,78.1,64,35.7, 62 

, 11  ,020,-,0  ,26.22,3,111,AA,- 
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03013,19960706,2353,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,57.9,35.2, 

57 , 10  ,030,-,0  ,26.25,-,119,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73,57,35.1, 57 , 

9   ,060,-,0  ,26.25,-,119,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73,59,35.2, 62 , 

14  ,100,G,19 ,26.24,0,114,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,69.1,57.9,35, 68 

, 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.22,-,110,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,69.1,61,35.2, 76 

, 5   ,130,-,0  ,26.22,-,110,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,66,61,35.1, 84 , 

0   ,000,-,0  ,26.23,5,114,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0553,AO20,-,BKN021                                       ,10SM   ,-,66.9,61,35.1, 

81 , 4   ,310,-,0  ,26.26,-,126,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0615,AO20,-,SCT021                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 4   ,290,-

,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,0653,AO20,-,SCT024                                       ,10SM   ,-,72,63,35.4, 73 

, 3   ,350,-,0  ,26.28,-,135,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0735,AO20,-,BKN026                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 5   

,030,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,0753,AO20,-,OVC029                                       ,10SM   ,-,73.9,63,35.5, 

69 , 5   ,050,-,0  ,26.29,1,140,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0806,AO20,-,BKN031                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 5   

,050,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,0853,AO20,-,SCT033                                       ,10SM   ,-,78.1,62.1,35.6, 

58 , 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.27,-,135,AA,- 

03013,19960707,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,82,64,35.8, 55 , 

11  ,150,-,0  ,26.25,-,124,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,86,63,35.8, 46 , 

11  ,170,-,0  ,26.22,8,110,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1129,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 13  

,180,G,18 ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1153,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,88,64,36, 45 , 12  

,150,-,0  ,26.20,-,100,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1253,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,91,66,36.2, 44 , 

9   ,170,G,18 ,26.16,-,087,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1353,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,64.9,36.2, 

38 , 11  ,170,G,15 ,26.13,8,073,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1415,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 12  ,150,-

,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1427,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 13  

,170,G,20 ,-,-,-,SP,- 
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03013,19960707,1441,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 12  ,160,-

,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1453,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,95,63,36.1, 35 , 

12  ,190,-,0  ,26.10,-,062,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1553,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93.9,60.1,35.9, 

32 , 11  ,190,-,0  ,26.08,-,055,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1653,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,93,61,35.9, 34 , 

9   ,160,-,0  ,26.05,6,047,AA,- 

03013,19960707,1716,AO21,-,SCT090                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 11  

,230,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1753,AO21,-,-,10SM   ,-RA                 ,77,62.1,35.3, 60 , 12  ,140,-,0  ,  

.00,-,-,AA,.07 

03013,19960707,1814,AO21,-,SCT065 BKN110                                ,10SM   ,-RA SQ              

,-,-,-,-, 21  ,310,G,40 ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1828,AO21,-,SCT075 BKN110                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 12  ,350,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1853,AO21,-,BKN060 BKN100                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,75,61,35.2, 62 , 6   ,240,-,0  ,  .00,-,-,AA,.09 

03013,19960707,1943,AO21,-,BKN050 BKN065 OVC110                         ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 21  ,200,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960707,1953,AO21,-,BKN050 OVC110                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,73,60.1,35, 64 , 31  ,180,-,0  ,  .00,-,-,AA,.01 

03013,19960707,2053,AO22,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,75.9,55.9,35.2, 

50 , 14  ,160,-,0  ,26.07,-,057,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0053,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,62.1,35,100 

, 3   ,040,-,0  ,26.12,-,077,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0153,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,63,62.1,35, 97 , 

5   ,080,-,0  ,26.12,5,074,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0253,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,8SM    ,-,61,61,34.9,100 , 

8   ,040,-,0  ,26.14,-,083,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0353,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,61,34.9, 96 

, 7   ,070,-,0  ,26.14,-,081,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0453,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,62.1,61,34.9, 96 

, 7   ,090,-,0  ,26.16,2,089,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0553,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,9SM    ,-,64,63,35.1, 96 , 6   

,060,-,0  ,26.21,-,118,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0635,AO20,-,BKN010                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 14  

,070,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0645,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 13  

,080,G,23 ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0653,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,10SM   ,-,64.9,63,35.2, 

93 , 13  ,080,-,0  ,26.24,-,131,AA,- 
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03013,19960708,0722,AO20,-,OVC006                                       ,7SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 11  

,060,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0736,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 9   

,060,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0753,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,10SM   ,-,68,64,35.3, 87 

, 10  ,070,-,0  ,26.25,1,136,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0816,AO20,-,OVC010                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 10  

,060,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0853,AO20,-,OVC012                                       ,10SM   ,-,69.1,64,35.4, 

84 , 5   ,060,-,0  ,26.27,-,138,AA,- 

03013,19960708,0930,AO20,-,SCT016 OVC023                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 5   

,080,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,0953,AO20,-,BKN023 BKN031 OVC038                         ,10SM   ,-

,72,64.9,35.5, 79 , 8   ,070,-,0  ,26.28,-,143,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1001,AO21,-,SCT023 BKN031 OVC040                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 4   ,VRB,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1018,AO21,-,BKN021 OVC040                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 10  

,070,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1029,AO21,-,SCT021 OVC040                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 10  

,090,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1053,AO21,-,SCT027 OVC040                                ,10SM   ,-

,75,64,35.6, 69 , 13  ,060,G,16 ,26.27,0,143,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1104,AO21,-,BKN027 OVC038                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 11  

,070,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1111,AO21,-,SCT027 OVC038                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 10  

,060,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1153,AO21,-,BKN030 OVC038                                ,10SM   ,-

,73,64,35.5, 74 , 7   ,040,-,0  ,26.28,-,149,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1208,AO21,-,OVC027                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 8   

,040,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1253,AO21,-,OVC027                                       ,10SM   ,-,72,63,35.4, 73 

, 11  ,080,-,0  ,26.28,-,150,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1319,AO21,-,SCT027 OVC039                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 9   

,100,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,1353,AO21,-,SCT039 OVC060                                ,10SM   ,-

,73.9,64,35.5, 71 , 10  ,070,-,0  ,26.25,8,139,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1453,AO21,-,OVC070                                       ,10SM   ,-,75,64,35.6, 69 

, 6   ,110,-,0  ,26.24,-,135,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1553,AO21,-,BKN060                                       ,10SM   ,-,75,64.9,35.6, 

71 , 5   ,080,-,0  ,26.24,-,134,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1653,AO21,-,SCT055                                       ,10SM   ,-,75,64.9,35.6, 

71 , 10  ,090,-,0  ,26.23,6,130,AA,- 
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03013,19960708,1753,AO21,-,FEW055 OVC075                                ,10SM   ,-

,73,66,35.6, 79 , 7   ,100,-,0  ,26.23,-,131,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1853,AO21,-,BKN049 BKN070                                ,10SM   ,-

,72,64.9,35.5, 79 , 11  ,100,-,0  ,26.24,-,134,AA,- 

03013,19960708,1953,AO21,-,BKN037 OVC046                                ,10SM   ,-

,71.1,64.9,35.5, 81 , 8   ,090,-,0  ,26.25,3,134,AA,- 

03013,19960708,2053,AO22,-,SCT060 BKN095                                ,10SM   ,-

,69.1,64,35.4, 84 , 14  ,120,-,0  ,26.25,-,139,AA,- 

03013,19960708,2153,AO22,-,OVC100                                       ,10SM   ,-,68,64,35.3, 87 

, 9   ,090,-,0  ,26.27,-,144,AA,- 

03013,19960708,2210,AO22,-,BKN022 OVC095                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 8   

,090,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960708,2253,AO22,-,OVC018                                       ,10SM   ,-,68,64,35.3, 87 

, 6   ,110,-,0  ,26.28,1,143,AA,- 

03013,19960708,2353,AO22,-,OVC018                                       ,10SM   ,-,66.9,64,35.3, 

91 , 9   ,140,-,0  ,26.27,-,144,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0039,AO20,-,SCT015 SCT024 BKN100                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-

, 10  ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0053,AO20,-,FEW015 BKN100                                ,10SM   ,-

,66,64,35.3, 93 , 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.26,-,142,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0137,AO20,-,BKN026 OVC100                                ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 7   

,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0153,AO20,-,OVC023                                       ,10SM   ,-,66,64,35.3, 93 

, 9   ,130,-,0  ,26.26,8,139,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0221,AO20,-,FEW019 BKN050 OVC100                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 7   ,130,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0253,AO20,-,SCT023 OVC029                                ,10SM   ,-

,66,64,35.3, 93 , 6   ,090,-,0  ,26.27,-,140,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0333,AO20,-,BKN014 OVC024                                ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 9   

,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0353,AO20,-,OVC012                                       ,8SM    ,-,66,64,35.3, 93 

, 7   ,100,-,0  ,26.28,-,144,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0400,AO20,-,BKN008 OVC014                                ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 7   

,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0410,AO20,-,BKN006 OVC012                                ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 9   

,100,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0453,AO20,-,SCT006 OVC012                                ,10SM   ,-

,64.9,62.1,35.1, 90 , 10  ,130,-,0  ,26.29,3,148,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0536,AO20,-,SCT010 BKN021 OVC031                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 11  ,130,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0545,AO20,-,FEW010 SCT022 OVC031                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 9   ,140,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 
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03013,19960709,0553,AO20,-,FEW022 OVC031                                ,10SM   ,-

,66,63,35.2, 90 , 9   ,150,-,0  ,26.29,-,151,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0611,AO20,-,BKN018 BKN029 OVC034                         ,8SM    ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 7   ,140,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0634,AO20,-,OVC013                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 7   

,130,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0653,AO20,-,BKN013 OVC018                                ,10SM   ,-

,66,63,35.2, 90 , 7   ,130,-,0  ,26.30,-,159,AA,  T  

03013,19960709,0707,AO20,-,OVC015                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 9   

,140,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0753,AO20,-,OVC017                                       ,10SM   ,-,66,62.1,35.2, 

87 , 8   ,090,-,0  ,26.31,3,161,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0853,AO20,-,BKN023 OVC036                                ,10SM   ,-

,70,62.1,35.3, 76 , 11  ,160,-,0  ,26.31,-,158,AA,- 

03013,19960709,0906,AO20,-,SCT023 BKN036 BKN065                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 9   ,150,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0924,AO20,-,SCT020 BKN026 OVC065                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 10  ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,0953,AO20,-,FEW009 BKN020 OVC026                         ,10SM   ,-

,66.9,62.1,35.2, 84 , 13  ,090,-,0  ,26.31,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1019,AO21,-,BKN009 BKN019 OVC027                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 13  ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1053,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,6SM    ,BR                  

,64,62.1,35.1, 93 , 13  ,100,-,0  ,26.31,3,166,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1109,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,7SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 14  

,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1136,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 13  

,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1153,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,10SM   ,-,64,62.1,35.1, 

93 , 12  ,120,-,0  ,26.32,-,168,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1215,AO21,-,OVC007                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 13  

,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1253,AO21,-,OVC007                                       ,10SM   ,-

,64.9,62.1,35.1, 90 , 14  ,110,-,0  ,26.31,-,164,AA,  T  

03013,19960709,1353,AO21,-,OVC007                                       ,10SM   ,-,64,62.1,35.1, 

93 , 14  ,120,-,0  ,26.31,4,167,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1442,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,7SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 16  

,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1453,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,6SM    ,BR                  

,63,61,35, 93 , 16  ,110,-,0  ,26.30,-,160,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1522,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,5SM    ,BR                  ,-

,-,-,-, 14  ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 
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03013,19960709,1553,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,8SM    ,-,63,61,35, 93 , 

14  ,110,-,0  ,26.30,-,162,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1653,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,6SM    ,BR                  

,61,60.1,34.8, 97 , 15  ,120,-,0  ,26.30,5,167,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1715,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,2 1/2SM,BR                  

,-,-,-,-, 11  ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1726,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,3SM    ,BR                  ,-

,-,-,-, 12  ,100,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1753,AO21,-,OVC003                                       ,6SM    ,BR                  

,61,60.1,34.8, 97 , 10  ,100,-,0  ,26.32,-,173,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1823,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 12  

,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1853,AO21,-,OVC005                                       ,10SM   ,-,61,59,34.8, 93 

, 9   ,130,-,0  ,26.35,-,182,AA,- 

03013,19960709,1938,AO21,-,OVC007                                       ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 11  ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,1953,AO21,-,-,5SM    ,-RA BR              ,61,60.1,34.8, 97 , 10  ,110,-,0  

,26.36,-,184,AA,- 

03013,19960709,2016,AO22,-,BKN008 OVC012                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 9   ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,2043,AO22,-,OVC006                                       ,9SM    ,-RA                 ,-

,-,-,-, 9   ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,2053,AO22,-,OVC006                                       ,9SM    ,-RA                 

,60.1,60.1,34.8,100 , 10  ,110,-,0  ,26.38,-,191,AA,.04 

03013,19960709,2153,AO22,-,BKN004 OVC008                                ,7SM    ,-RA                 

,60.1,60.1,34.8,100 , 9   ,100,-,0  ,26.38,-,194,AA,.05 

03013,19960709,2225,AO22,-,OVC006                                       ,9SM    ,-RA                 ,-

,-,-,-, 10  ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960709,2253,AO22,-,BKN006 OVC010                                ,8SM    ,-

,60.1,60.1,34.8,100 , 7   ,110,-,0  ,26.37,0,191,AA,  T  

03013,19960725,0753,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,73.9,59,35.2, 60 

, 19  ,200,G,25 ,26.40,8,189,AA,- 

03013,19960725,0853,AO20,-,FEW075                                       ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,71.1,62.1,35.3, 73 , 14  ,210,-,0  ,26.39,-,190,AA,  T  

03013,19960725,0953,AO20,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,79,59,35.4, 50 , 

22  ,210,G,28 ,26.37,-,176,AA,  T  

03013,19960725,1053,AO21,-,CLR                                          ,10SM   ,-,80.1,60.1,35.5, 

51 , 22  ,210,G,27 ,26.36,8,170,AA,- 

03013,19960710,0153,AO20,-,BKN006 OVC011                                ,8SM    ,-

,60.1,60.1,34.8,100 , 8   ,110,-,0  ,26.37,0,190,AA,- 

03013,19960710,0218,AO20,-,BKN004 OVC009                                ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 8   

,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 
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03013,19960710,0246,AO20,-,OVC006                                       ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 9   ,140,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0253,AO20,-,BKN006 OVC012                                ,10SM   ,-RA                 

,60.1,59,34.7, 96 , 10  ,140,-,0  ,26.36,-,187,AA,  T  

03013,19960710,0305,AO20,-,BKN008 OVC014                                ,9SM    ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 6   ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0325,AO20,-,OVC005                                       ,6SM    ,-RA BR              

,-,-,-,-, 8   ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0353,AO20,-,BKN005 BKN009 OVC013                         ,4SM    ,-RA 

BR              ,59,57.9,34.6, 96 , 7   ,120,-,0  ,26.36,-,189,AA,.03 

03013,19960710,0431,AO20,-,BKN007 BKN017 OVC034                         ,9SM    ,-RA                 

,-,-,-,-, 7   ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0453,AO20,-,BKN007 OVC010                                ,10SM   ,-

,59,57.9,34.6, 96 , 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.36,6,190,AA,.01 

03013,19960710,0553,AO20,-,BKN007 BKN010 OVC025                         ,5SM    ,-RA 

BR              ,59,57.9,34.6, 96 , 8   ,130,-,0  ,26.37,-,193,AA,.01 

03013,19960710,0603,AO20,-,BKN004 OVC009                                ,5SM    ,-RA BR              

,-,-,-,-, 9   ,110,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0631,AO20,-,BKN006 BKN009 OVC015                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 12  ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0645,AO20,-,SCT006 BKN012 OVC021                         ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-

,-, 9   ,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0653,AO20,-,BKN006 BKN012 OVC021                         ,10SM   ,-

,57.9,57,34.5, 97 , 8   ,120,-,0  ,26.38,-,197,AA,  T  

03013,19960710,0753,AO20,-,OVC006                                       ,10SM   ,-,57.9,57,34.5, 

97 , 11  ,120,-,0  ,26.38,1,201,AA,- 

03013,19960710,0820,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,10SM   ,-,-,-,-,-, 14  

,130,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 

03013,19960710,0853,AO20,-,OVC008                                       ,10SM   ,-,59,57,34.6, 93 

, 10  ,120,-,0  ,26.38,-,200,AA,  T  

03013,19960710,0917,AO20,-,OVC006                                       ,8SM    ,-,-,-,-,-, 10  

,120,-,0  ,-,-,-,SP,- 
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APPENDIX D 

The Analysis Dataset 

Year Humidity 

 

Visibility 

 

Temp 
20000101 128 

 

29 

 

26 

20000102 155 

 

30 

 

27 

20000103 164 

 

30 

 

27 

20000104 207 

 

33 

 

29 

20000105 181 

 

37 

 

32 

20000106 146 

 

37 

 

34 

20000107 159 

 

36 

 

32 

20000108 164 

 

38 

 

34 

20000109 159 

 

43 

 

38 

20000110 177 

 

43 

 

39 

20000111 183 

 

41 

 

37 

20000112 157 

 

40 

 

35 

20000113 171 

 

39 

 

34 

20000114 170 

 

38 

 

34 

20000115 152 

 

37 

 

32 

20000116 165 

 

36 

 

31 

20000117 156 

 

35 

 

31 

20000118 162 

 

33 

 

30 

20000119 170 

 

34 

 

30 

20000120 183 

 

35 

 

31 

20000121 184 

 

39 

 

34 

20000122 154 

 

41 

 

36 

20000123 149 

 

43 

 

39 

20000124 165 

 

41 

 

38 

20000125 179 

 

41 

 

35 

20000126 194 

 

42 

 

35 

20000127 156 

 

42 

 

37 

20000128 143 

 

43 

 

39 

20000129 133 

 

42 

 

39 

20000130 152 

 

41 

 

38 

20000131 179 

 

39 

 

55 

20000301 171 

 

37 

 

34 

20000302 173 

 

34 

 

30 

20000303 174 

 

35 

 

31 

20000304 174 

 

33 

 

29 

20000305 164 

 

32 

 

27 

20000306 149 

 

35 

 

31 

20000307 148 

 

38 

 

34 

20000308 157 

 

40 

 

35 

20000309 169 

 

40 

 

35 

20000310 155 

 

40 

 

35 

20000311 164 

 

38 

 

32 

20000312 182 

 

38 

 

32 

20000313 152 

 

37 

 

31 
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20000314 144 

 

39 

 

33 

20000315 147 

 

42 

 

36 

20000316 153 

 

42 

 

37 

20000317 171 

 

41 

 

35 

20000318 140 

 

42 

 

36 

20000319 152 

 

44 

 

39 

20000320 144 

 

47 

 

42 

20000321 122 

 

45 

 

40 

20000322 118 

 

43 

 

37 

20000323 129 

 

42 

 

36 

20000324 149 

 

42 

 

36 

20000325 166 

 

40 

 

35 

20000326 185 

 

36 

 

31 

20000327 194 

 

32 

 

27 

20000328 188 

 

33 

 

37 

20000329 173 

 

35 

 

30 

20000330 166 

 

36 

 

32 

20000331 148 

 

34 

 

30 

20000401 151 

 

32 

 

26 

20000402 169 

 

36 

 

30 

20000403 189 

 

42 

 

36 

20000404 216 

 

44 

 

38 

20000405 202 

 

46 

 

41 

20000406 186 

 

44 

 

39 

20000407 164 

 

39 

 

32 

20000408 208 

 

42 

 

35 

20000409 196 

 

46 

 

40 

20000410 155 

 

47 

 

41 

20000411 139 

 

47 

 

41 

20000412 158 

 

46 

 

41 

20000413 142 

 

43 

 

39 

20000414 144 

 

43 

 

38 

20000415 137 

 

44 

 

40 

20000416 145 

 

45 

 

41 

20000417 146 

 

45 

 

40 

20000418 154 

 

40 

 

35 

20000419 141 

 

36 

 

29 

20000420 155 

 

42 

 

35 

20000421 179 

 

44 

 

38 

20000422 178 

 

42 

 

37 

20000423 171 

 

43 

 

39 

20000424 159 

 

46 

 

40 

20000425 145 

 

49 

 

42 

20000426 138 

 

52 

 

46 

20000427 157 

 

52 

 

46 

20000428 164 

 

50 

 

56 

20000429 143 

 

50 

 

43 
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20000430 165 

 

49 

 

42 

20000501 167 

 

46 

 

40 

20000502 156 

 

45 

 

37 

20000503 137 

 

46 

 

39 

20000504 153 

 

47 

 

40 

20000505 162 

 

49 

 

42 

20000506 158 

 

53 

 

47 

20000507 164 

 

55 

 

49 

20000508 185 

 

55 

 

49 

20000509 188 

 

57 

 

50 

20000510 177 

 

57 

 

52 

20000511 185 

 

59 

 

54 

20000512 189 

 

61 

 

54 

20000513 185 

 

62 

 

55 

20000514 172 

 

63 

 

56 

20000515 157 

 

63 

 

55 

20000516 151 

 

62 

 

55 

20000517 149 

 

59 

 

52 

20000518 163 

 

55 

 

49 

20000519 148 

 

53 

 

46 

20000520 144 

 

53 

 

46 

20000521 139 

 

54 

 

46 

20000522 160 

 

55 

 

47 

20000523 180 

 

52 

 

45 

20000524 188 

 

51 

 

45 

20000525 184 

 

53 

 

47 

20000526 167 

 

56 

 

50 

20000527 168 

 

56 

 

49 

20000528 161 

 

57 

 

51 

20000529 142 

 

57 

 

50 

20000530 139 

 

56 

 

50 

20000531 142 

 

55 

 

48 

20000601 161 

 

56 

 

49 

20000602 170 

 

60 

 

52 

20000603 149 

 

61 

 

54 

20000604 128 

 

61 

 

54 

20000605 139 

 

60 

 

53 

20000606 157 

 

58 

 

51 

20000607 160 

 

59 

 

51 

20000608 163 

 

59 

 

52 

20000609 168 

 

60 

 

54 

20000610 163 

 

58 

 

51 

20000611 150 

 

58 

 

49 

20000612 138 

 

60 

 

51 

20000613 156 

 

62 

 

54 

20000614 174 

 

59 

 

52 

20000615 180 

 

55 

 

48 

20000616 182 

 

55 

 

47 
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20000617 159 

 

55 

 

47 

20000618 146 

 

56 

 

48 

20000619 158 

 

58 

 

49 

20000620 167 

 

60 

 

51 

20000621 181 

 

61 

 

53 

20000622 187 

 

62 

 

54 

20000623 165 

 

64 

 

56 

20000624 157 

 

66 

 

58 

20000625 171 

 

67 

 

60 

20000626 168 

 

69 

 

61 

20000627 163 

 

70 

 

62 

20000628 157 

 

71 

 

62 

20000629 167 

 

71 

 

61 

20000630 162 

 

68 

 

59 

20000701 153 

 

67 

 

58 

20000702 151 

 

67 

 

60 

20000703 153 

 

68 

 

61 

20000704 157 

 

68 

 

60 

20000705 156 

 

67 

 

58 

20000706 147 

 

67 

 

59 

20000707 150 

 

69 

 

61 

20000708 152 

 

70 

 

61 

20000709 165 

 

70 

 

62 

20000710 174 

 

70 

 

62 

20000711 157 

 

68 

 

61 

20000712 148 

 

68 

 

59 

20000713 153 

 

67 

 

58 

20000714 165 

 

67 

 

58 

20000715 166 

 

69 

 

59 

20000716 158 

 

70 

 

60 

20000717 159 

 

70 

 

62 

20000718 163 

 

71 

 

63 

20000719 155 

 

72 

 

63 

20000720 157 

 

72 

 

64 

20000721 157 

 

73 

 

64 

20000722 142 

 

74 

 

64 

20000723 135 

 

75 

 

65 

20000724 127 

 

75 

 

66 

20000725 129 

 

74 

 

66 

20000726 131 

 

73 

 

65 

20000727 132 

 

74 

 

65 

20000728 129 

 

75 

 

66 

20000729 129 

 

75 

 

66 

20000730 127 

 

75 

 

66 

20000731 138 

 

75 

 

66 

20000801 143 

 

75 

 

66 

20000802 147 

 

73 

 

64 

20000803 146 

 

73 

 

64 
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20000804 153 

 

74 

 

65 

20000805 159 

 

75 

 

66 

20000806 169 

 

76 

 

67 

20000807 175 

 

74 

 

65 

20000808 167 

 

72 

 

63 

20000809 169 

 

72 

 

63 

20000810 165 

 

73 

 

64 

20000811 147 

 

74 

 

65 

20000812 138 

 

75 

 

66 

20000813 134 

 

75 

 

66 

20000814 139 

 

76 

 

67 

20000815 149 

 

76 

 

68 

20000816 166 

 

75 

 

68 

20000817 162 

 

76 

 

67 

20000818 156 

 

76 

 

67 

20000819 149 

 

75 

 

67 

20000820 143 

 

74 

 

66 

20000821 129 

 

73 

 

65 

20000822 129 

 

73 

 

65 

20000823 144 

 

74 

 

66 

20000824 132 

 

74 

 

67 

20000825 134 

 

75 

 

67 

20000826 136 

 

76 

 

67 

20000827 135 

 

76 

 

67 

20000828 134 

 

76 

 

67 

20000829 134 

 

75 

 

66 

20000830 132 

 

74 

 

65 

20000831 137 

 

75 

 

66 

20000901 125 

 

75 

 

67 

20000902 122 

 

74 

 

66 

20000903 119 

 

72 

 

63 

20000904 125 

 

71 

 

61 

20000905 116 

 

71 

 

61 

20000906 121 

 

71 

 

61 

20000907 136 

 

73 

 

63 

20000908 144 

 

74 

 

64 

20000909 136 

 

74 

 

65 

20000910 135 

 

73 

 

64 

20000911 144 

 

74 

 

65 

20000912 154 

 

74 

 

66 

20000913 140 

 

74 

 

66 

20000914 148 

 

73 

 

65 

20000915 176 

 

73 

 

64 

20000916 160 

 

72 

 

64 

20000917 150 

 

71 

 

64 

20000918 147 

 

72 

 

64 

20000919 155 

 

73 

 

65 

20000920 177 

 

72 

 

65 
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20000921 163 

 

72 

 

64 

20000922 148 

 

72 

 

64 

20000923 157 

 

72 

 

63 

20000924 167 

 

71 

 

63 

20000925 163 

 

70 

 

63 

20000926 158 

 

69 

 

62 

20000927 137 

 

70 

 

62 

20000928 127 

 

71 

 

63 

20000929 131 

 

71 

 

63 

20000930 140 

 

72 

 

63 

20001001 141 

 

72 

 

63 

20001002 148 

 

72 

 

63 

20001003 143 

 

71 

 

62 

20001004 132 

 

70 

 

62 

20001005 143 

 

70 

 

62 

20001006 177 

 

70 

 

63 

20001007 181 

 

70 

 

63 

20001008 181 

 

70 

 

62 

20001009 174 

 

68 

 

60 

20001010 172 

 

66 

 

58 

20001011 151 

 

68 

 

60 

20001012 137 

 

68 

 

62 

20001013 144 

 

68 

 

61 

20001014 146 

 

67 

 

61 

20001015 126 

 

67 

 

61 

20001016 110 

 

67 

 

61 

20001017 117 

 

67 

 

61 
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